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ABSTRACT

The Cape Verde Islands, off the coast of West Africa, are subject to violent

precipitation events that cause extensive soil erosion and degradation of the land-

scape. A systematic approach to the collection, analysis, and dissemination of hydro-

physical and geographic data was needed to effectively analyze the cause and effect

variables of landscape erosion at the watershed scale. A methodology incorporating

geographic information system (GIS) analysis and modified stream reach inventory and

channel stability evaluation techniques was developed for Ribeira da Boca Larga

drainage on Santiago Island, Republic of Cape Verde. The stream reach inventory em-

ployed is a modified version of Pfankuch's "Stream Reach Inventory and Channel

Stability Evaluation" (1975). Modifications were made due to the unique environmental

conditions encountered in Cape Verde. The geographic information system runs on an

IBM PC-AT compatible micro-computer and consists of three popular vector and raster

geographic data storage and analysis software packages linked together by a fourth

software bundle developed for custom communication and analysis of geographic data.

Data from the stream reach inventory and geographic information system were combined

to create uniform channel reach analyses and automated GIS products. These products

are designed to assist the watershed manager, land use planner, and agricultural

engineer in developing a concerted response to erosional phenomena in the evaluated

drainage. The integrated stream reach inventory and geographic information system

methodology was developed to serve as a model for watershed analysis throughout

the Cape Verde Archipelago.
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INTRODUCTION

THE ARCHIPELAGO OF CAPE VERDE

The Cape Verde Archipelago is located in the North Atlantic Ocean approximately

455 kilometers (283 miles), at its closest point, from the coast of Senegal and Maur-

itania in West Africa, and 1600 kilometers (1000 miles) south of the Canary Islands.

The archipelago is situated between 17°12'05" and 14°48' North latitude, and 22°40'

and 25°22' West longitude (Figure 1). It is composed of ten islands and several is-

lets, divided into two groups: Ilhas de Barlavento (windward islands)- Santo Antão,

São Vicente, Santa Luzia, São Nicolau, Sal, Boavista, Pássaros, Branco, and Raso;

lihas de Sotavento (leeward islands)- Brava, Fogo, Santiago, Maio, Luls Carneiro,

Sapado Grande, and de Cima. The total land area of the islands is 4033 square kilo-

meters (1555 square miles-slightly larger than the state of Rhode Island).

The islands vary in climate and terrain. The three easternmost islands, Sal,

Boavista, and Maio, are flat and generally bare of vegetation. The remaining islands

are mountainous with steeply cut river valleys. Vegetation on the islands is generally

limited to irrigated river valleys and moister highlands. All of the islands are of

volcanic origin. The island of Fogo (meaning "fire" in Portuguese) is a large active

volcano which last erupted in 1951. Fogo Volcano is also the highest elevation in all

of the islands at 2830 meters (9281 feet).

The climate is similar to the arid Sahel region of West Africa. The islands have

relatively even temperatures year-round, ranging, on the average, between 20°C (68°F)

and 25°C (77°F), varying with altitude. The diurnal and seasonal temperature ranges
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Figure 1. Map of the Archipelago of Cape Verde. (Map created in Aut0CAD)
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vary little. Average annual precipitation is between 250 and 300 millimeters (9.75 to

11.7 inches). However, annual precipitation varies widely from year to year, and by

elevation. A climograph of mean monthly temperature versus precipitation from São

Jorge meteorological station, close to the study area, is representative of the aver-

age climate in the Archipelago (Figure 2). The rainy season is between July and Octo-

ber. When the rains do come, the events are often torrential downpours that cause

flash flooding, crop damage, extensive soil erosion, and destruction of bridges and

dwellings. A long dry season runs from October to July. From December to February

during this period, the islands are subject to a phenomenon known as the Harmattan.

During the Harmattan, dry winds from the Sahara desert in West Africa carry dust and

sand over the islands, obscuring visibility, and clogging air conditioners and vehi-

cle air intake systems.

The extreme variability (25 to 40%) of annual precipitation is typified by a

recent 18 year drought (1968-1986). In fact, drought and famine have become a part of

Cape Verde history. From 1773 to 1775, 40% of the islands' population perished in the

first recorded drought. Other years of drought between 1747 and 1900 claimed the lives

of more than 250,000 Cape Verdians (American Embassy, 1987). The most common response

to drought and famine has been emigration, which began in the 1690's and continues

today. Traditional points of destination have been Portugal, Brazil, the Netherlands,

France, and the United States.
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THE CAPE VERDE WATERSHED DEVELOPMENT PROJECT

The Cape Verde Watershed Development Project was created for the purpose of

employing measures to conserve soil and water resources and develop the capability to

plan and design those activities so that Cape Verde's limited resources are used

efficiently. The Project is currently implementing conservation measures in 15 water-

sheds on the islands of Santiago and Santo Antão. As part of the development phase,

evaluations are being made of the effectiveness of soil and water conservation prac-

tices to better choose which measures hold the most promise for resource conserva-

tion. Ultimately, the Project seeks to improve the chances for increased agricultural

production through its conservation efforts.

An important requirement for the development of new conservation practices is

to quantify gross erosion and sediment yield from watersheds and sediment accumula-

tion at various physical and vegetative structures (Klingeman, 1988). Such informa-

tion is needed to better evaluate the practical effects of soil and water conserva-

tion activities. Responding to this need, a set of work assignments were distributed

to various specialists provided by Oregon State University.

The work assignment described in this paper consists of the development of a

uniform process to collect topographic, hydrologic, geomorphic, geologic, edaphic,

climatological, and anthropogenic data, and analyze these data to effect watershed

management policy.



THE PROTOTYPE WATERSHED

The concept of a prototypical watershed was designed to satisfy a number of

objectives. Those objectives are outlined as follows:

1. The basin that is chosen must be exemplary of the two parent watersheds known as

Ribeira dos Picos and Ribeira Seca. The basin should be geographically situated

within several physiographic zones of transition. The watershed should have a

broad elevational range in order to increase the variety of combinations of micro-

climatological, hydrophysical, edaphic, and geomorphologic characteristics. The

basin should also encompass an exemplary spectrum of land use types, erosion con-

trol structures, and settlement patterns.

2. An advantage of the prototype concept is the subsequent development of uniform

procedures. A prototype watershed analysis forces standardization of systematic

methodological processes and analytical techniques. These procedures can subse-

quently be used to examine the character of the two parent watersheds, Picos and

Seca, and watersheds throughout the Cape Verde Archipelago.

3. The prototype concept implies that the watershed be an exemplary model. This model

approach is most important when developing watershed management policy. Management

decisions on developmental criteria, priorities, and objectives can be resolved

through synthesis of the data extracted in the watershed analysis phase described

herein.
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THE STUDY AREA: RIBEIRA DA BOCA LARGA WATERSHED

Ribeira da Boca Larga is a large tributary basin of the parent watershed of

Ribeira dos Picos, on the island of Santiago, in the lihas de Sotavento group of the

Cape Verde Archipelago. The southern flank of the basin forms the divide between the

parent watersheds of Picos and Seca. The basin center is located at 15°05'45" north

latitude and 23°35' west longitude (Figure 3). The area of the watershed is 6.37 sq.

kilometers (2.45 sq. miles), representing 0.6% of the total land area of Santiago

Island. Basin elevations vary between 38 meters and 729 meters (125 .feet and 2391

feet) above sea level.

The study area was selected because it satisfied the prototype watershed criteria.

The basin, though small in size, has a drainage density of 10.73 kilometers of streams

per square kilometer (17.31 miles per square mile), and an elevation relief of 691

meters (2266 feet). The drainage is characterized by steep, densely dissected terrain.

The streams are deeply incised below high, narrow ridges or broader lava achadas

(mesas) that comprise the divides and interfiuves. The Boca Larga basin forms the

southern divide between the parent watershed of Ribeira dos Picos and the Ribeira Seca

watershed. The basin lies in a morphologic transition zone between the two parent

watersheds. Boca Larga also exhibits a broad spectrum of land use types, erosion con-

trot structures, water resources, geomorphic types, soils, and settlement patterns.
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METHODOLOGY

INTRODUCTION

The development of the following procedures are based on an overall objective of

creating a common methodological approach to the analysis of the parameters which

affect erosional processes within a watershed. These procedures were designed to pro-

vide a uniform methodology for watershed analysis, and to assist watershed managers

in the development of effective management policy.

The evaluation of field data and other data sources requires a concerted, system-

atic approach to data collection and data analysis. Figure 4 exhibits the procedural

design for the data collection, analysis, and output phases of the prototype watershed

analysis scheme. Each component of the procedural design is equally as important and

vital in meeting the final objectives of the study.

STREAM REACH INVENTORY AND CHANNEL STABILITY EVALUATION

Development of Inventory Methodology

The process of erosion can be defined as the detachment, transport, and deposi-

tion of weathered material that results from a complex interaction of the slope,

edaphic, vegetative, geologic, and hydrologic characteristics of a drainage area. The

environmental and human factors that are integral to the process of erosion are inter-

active components within the watershed microenvironment. Initiation of erosion, in
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the study area, could be from rain, wind, fire, construction, grazing, or cultivation.

Erosion could also be a result of mass wasting. Soil particles, weathered rock, and

organic debris that are delivered into streams come from a variety of sources. Sedi-

ment sources can be classified into two distinct groups: those delivering

sediment from outside the channel (external sources), and those contributing sediment

from within the channel (internal sources) (Figure 5). Stream reach inventory proce-

dures were developed to systematize measurement and evaluation of stream channel bed

and bank materials and to provide information about the capacity of streams to react

and adjust to potential changes in flow and increases in sediment production.

The inventory methodology employed in Cape Verde was inspired by the "Stream Reach

Inventory and Channel Stability Evaluationt', developed by the Forest Service of the

United States Department of Agriculture for use in the northern and western montane

United States (Pfankuch, 1975). It was necessary to modify existing

inventory procedures and add new procedures to satisfy the unique environmental con-

ditions encountered in Cape Verde, and to reflect watershed model criteria developed

for the study area.

The analytical approach was to measure and subjectively rate selected parameters

of the stream channel, stream bed, stream banks, and valley side slopes. Stream chan-

nel characteristics include items such as channel obstructions, channel capacity,

material transport competence, channel width, depth, flow velocity, and stream gradi-

ent. Stream bed components include bed material size and frequency, rock angularity,

corrasion, bed consolidation, dominant bedload diameter class, and channel scour and

deposition. Stream bank characteristics evaluated include flow deflection, bank cut-

ting, and deposition. Valley side components include side slope gradient, mass wast-
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EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL SEDIMENT SOURCES
IN A CHANNEL SYSTEM

EXTERNAL SEDIMENT INTERNAL EXTERNAL SEDIMENT
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Bedload Abrasion

Figure 5. Diagram of erosion components and sediment sources in a channel system.
Modified from Sachet (1977). (Diagram created in AutoCAD)
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Table 1. Stream Reach Inventory and Channel Stability Evaluation parameters.

EVALUATION PARAMETER RATING CRITERIA

VALLEY SIDE CHARACTERISTICS

A. Valley Side Slope:
1 = < 15%
2 = 15-40%
3 = 40-60%
4 => 60%

B. Mass Wasting Potential:
1 = none
2 = small size, infrequent failures, no channel access
3 = medium size, frequent, few enter channel
4 = large size, frequent channel entry

C. Valley Side Vegetation:
1 = forest or undisturbed grass/brush
2 = planted trees, moderate grass/brush
3 = disturbed vegetation, active grazing, agriculture
4 = no effective vegetation

CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS

D. Channel Capacity:
= Width / Depth <= 7, little overbank wash

2 = Width / Depth = 8-15, few overbank deposits
3 = Width / Depth = 15-24, overbank channels and deposition
4 = Width / Depth >= 25, braided channel

E. Transport Competence:
= fine sand, occasional gravel

2 = sand with <= 30% gravel
3 = coarse sand, gravel
4 = gravel, occasional cobbles

F. Obstructions, Flow Deflectors, Sediment Traps:
I = linear channel, few deflectors
2 = rocks or minor flow deflectors
3 = frequent flow deflection >= 300
4 = deflection at all stages
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Table 1. (continued)

EVALUATION PARAMETER RATING CRITERIA

G. Cutting:

H. Deposition:

I. Rock Angularity:

J. Corraison:

K. Consolidation:

LOWER BANK CHARACTERISTICS

I = minor bank cuts, <= 30 cm.
2 = single bank cut, <= 1.5 m.
3 = both banks cut or> 1.5 m.
4 = continuous bank cuts, overhangs

1 = lateral deposition of coarse materials
2 = minor bars and riffles
3 = bars >= 30% channel width
4 = braided channel

STREAM BED CHARACTERISTICS

1 = > 50% angular
2 = < 20% angular, sub-angular
3 = < 10% angular, sub-rounded
4 = few angular, rounded

1 = dull, stained appearance
2 = dull, <= 35% bright
3 = 35-65% bright
4 = bright with impact chips

1 = packed or overlapped
2 = some overlap, interstitial
3 = loose, easily moved
4 = loose, difficult to walk on

L. Range of Bedload Diameter
I = > 80% d50 class, consistent
2 = > 80% ± 1% d50 class
3 = marked distribution, < 20% stable
4 = heterogeneous, wide mixture

M. Scour and Deposition:
I = scour at constrictions, deposition in pools
2 = bankscour bars
3 = scour in active channel only
4 = scour and braiding



Table 1. (continued)
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EVALUATION PARAMETER RATING CRITERIA

CHECK DAM STRUCTURES

N, Height:
1 = <= 50% bankfull stage
2 = 50-75% bankfull stage
3 = 100% bankfull stage
4 = > 100% bankfull stage

0. Anchoring:
1 = bedrock, reinforced
2 - bedrock perched
3 = entrenched
4 = shallow

P. Construction:
I = reinforced concrete
2 = masonry core, concrete capped
3 = masonry mortared
4 = masonry without mortar

Q. Spiliways:
1 = central spillway, designed toe protection
2 central spiliway
3 = non-central spillway
4 = spiliway near anchors

R. Retention Pool Volume:
1 = large deposition volume, low stream gradient
2 = moderate wide pool, low stream gradient
3 = narrow pool
4 = narrow pool, high stream gradient

S. Location:
1 = low energy site, natural deposition
2 = moderate energy site, no channel scour
3 = moderate scour zone, braiding
4 = high energy site, intense erosion

LAND USE CHARACTERISTICS

T. Row Crops or Hill Crops:
1 = upland or plateau (achada)
2 = lower valley side slopes
3 = floodplain or check dam structure
4 = along channel banks



Table 1. (continued)

EVALUATION PARAMETER RATING CRITERIA

LAND USE CHARACTERISTICS

U. Orchards and Trees:
I = upper valley slopes
2 = lower valley side slopes
3 = floodplain, channel banks
4 = channel bars, check dam structure

V. Grazing:
1 = flat plateau (achada), delta
2 - floodplain, riparian zone
3 = valley side terraces
4 = steep channel bank areas
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ing potential, and valley side vegetation. Two other stability components, land use

type, and erosion control dam structures (check dams), were added to the inventory to

satisfy watershed erosion impact/response criteria. Land use types evaluated include

row and hill crops, orchards and trees, and grazing. Erosion control dam characteris-

tics include dam height, anchoring, construction type, spiliways, retention pool vol-

ume, and location.

A generalized rating system of excellent, good, fair, and poor, assigned to num-

bers one through four, was designed to satisfy specific criteria for each stability

parameter (Table I). The average of the sum of the rating numbers for each major sta-

bility component (stream channel, stream bed, stream banks, valley side slopes, land

use type, and erosion control dams) provides a stability index for that group of

characteristics. The average of all six components provides an overall rating of the

selected stream segment.

Inventory Modification

The unique environmental conditions in the Cape Verde Archipelago required fur-

ther modification of the established criteria of Pfankuch's "Stream Reach Inventory

and Channel Stability Evaluation". The monsoonal climate, characterized by violent

precipitation events, paired with the erosion evaluation and control objectives of

the Cape Verde Watershed Development Project, prompted an alteration of the evaluation

criteria for items such as average stream width, average depth, and average velocity.

As a result of prioritization of erosional criteria, these characteristics were reset

to maximum stream width, maximum depth, and maximum velocity. Evaluation criteria
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CAPE VERDE WATERSHED MANAGEMENT PROJECT
STREAM REACH INVENTORY

Roll 0: 2 Photo #: 2
Date: Friday, May 22. 1987 Time: AM
Watershed Picos Sub-basin: Boca Larga
General Location: Lower Picos Cross-section: BL- I

Shot Location: NW side/channel View: Cross-valley, SE

Description: View of south side of valley and upper
channel. Slopes have aretos planted with sisal. Evidence
of erosion due to overgrazing and maize production (some
congo beans present).

Figure 7. Example of a ground photograph description label.
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reliant on these parameters were also affected. Due to a lack of stream flow at the

time of evaluation, parameters such as stream width, depth, velocity, flow volume

(discharge), and channel capacity were determined empirically.

Maximum stream width and depth were determined through observation of revegeta-

tion of the stream bed, water rings on bed materials, moss and algae development, and

bed erosion characteristics. Maximum velocity was determined through evaluation of

bed composition materials and the relationship between substrate particle size and

the water velocity required for erosion (Figure 6). Flow volume and channel capacity

were derived from stream width, depth, and velocity.

Photographic Inventory

An important component of the evaluation of an erosional environment is the pro-

vision of a visual record of the changing landscape. The procurement of ground photo-

graphs of examples of stream erosion, mass wasting, and erosion control structures is

a valuable asset to the development of watershed management criteria and policy.

The stream reach inventory was thus supplemented by a collection of color slide

photographs (Ektachrome-35mm). A photograph description label was attached to each

print (Figure 7). Each label contains information on roll number, photo number, date,

time (AM or PM), watershed, sub-basin, general location, stream inventory cross sec-

tion number, shot location, view, and a short description of the subject matter. A

collection of the prints were compiled and bound in a permanent volume.



Field Implementation

Implementation of the stream reach inventory and photographic survey was accom-

plished within the confines of physical limitations and logistical constraints.

Objectives were developed in order to maximize time and effort in the field.

Field data collection was accomplished from May 18, 1987 to July 1, 1987. Obser-

vations were made in accordance with an objective to examine areas that could be

classified by representative cross section and described as a common hydrophysical

unit. Other observations were made in compliance with an objective to identify geo-

morphic and or hydrologic anomalies (Riegelmann, 1987). Observational procedures were

as follows:

A. Measure stream gradient (%).

B. Measure channel width (meters).

C. Measure valley bottom width (floodplain, in meters).

D. Estimate maximum flow depth during events (meters).

F. Evaluate bed material composition (% of class size).

G. Photograph key hydrophysical and man-made features.

H. Sketch stream and valley cross-section diagram.

a. Annotate location and configuration of bed materials.

b. Describe land use and land cover.

c. Locate stream and slope erosion control features, annotating construc-

tion type and structural condition.

d. Locate and annotate any unique features.

e. Annotate photograph locations and views.
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f. Include special site notes, if applicable.

I. Analyze valley and stream characteristics:

a. Evaluate valley side characteristics (three variables).

b. Evaluate floodplain and bank characteristics (five variables).

c. Evaluate channel bed characteristics (five variables).

d. Evaluate check dam structures, if applicable (six variables).

e. Evaluate agriculture and grazing impacts (three variables).

Examples of actual field notes may be found in Appendix A.

AERIAL IMAGERY SURVEY

Aerial photographs of the study area were acquired from two missions, flown on

June 30, 1987 and July 7, 1987, using a DeHavilland DHC-6 Twin Otter aircraft opera-

ted by TACV (Transportes Aéreos de Cabo Verde). The aircraft's rear starboard access

door was removed and a specially designed camera mount and wind baffle were instal-

led. The aerial imagery equipment included a 70 millimeter format Hasselblad 500 EL/M

camera equipped with a 50 millimeter lens and a Wratten #15 filter, and loaded with

Kodak 2443 Color Infrared roll positive film. The mission on June 30th was flown at

7000 feet above ground level (AGL) and produced low-level (large scale) photographs.

The July 7th mission was flown at 10000 feet AOL and produced high-level (small scale)

photographs.

Aerial photographs were a vital data source for information such as erosion con-

trol structures location, land use, transportation network, water resources, mass
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wasting, irrigated lands, and crop type. Low level, large scale photographs (at a

scale of 1:9840) were the primary imagery data source.

DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS

Data Collection

Information gathered during the data collection phase included field data from

the stream reach inventory and channel stability evaluation, data from topographic

maps, aerial photographs, surveys, reports, ground photographs, climatological data,

and information accumulated through a search of relevant literature.

Climatological data were extracted from the Rainfall Information System (RIS)

that was developed for Cape Verde by the Agricultural Engineering Department at

Oregon State University. The RIS is a database system, written in dBASE III language,

that stores precipitation data collected at weather stations and makes the data

available for analysis (Lenhart, 1988).

The collection of data from topographic maps, aerial photographs, and the RIS

was accomplished by automated data entry on an IBM PC-AT compatible microcomputer.

Data were entered using a digitizer and the AutoCAD software package. The AutoCAD

vector-based software package provides accurate, comprehensive three dimensional data

entry and storage, with some analytical capabilities.

The vector data structure is a highly accurate format for three dimensional loca-

tional data. Vector data can be characterized as elements that have an x and y loca-

tional coordinate and one or more descriptive data (attribute) coordinates. The x and
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y location of points is based on a cartesian system where the value of locational

coordinates increase in the northerly and easterly directions. Analytical operations

on this data type can be quite difficult and cumbersome. As a result, certain data

entered through the AutoCAD package were transformed into a raster (grid) data struc-

ture. The raster data structure may be visualized as a large array of numbers, each

number representing a single element of a larger image. Images are stored in the form

of a two dimensional matrix of rows and columns.

Digital Elevation Model Building and Analysis

The creation and analysis of a digital elevation model (DEM) was accomplished by

vector data entry, vector to raster data transformation, and raster data processing

and analysis. These tasks were performed using four software packages: the AutoCAD

vector-based computer aided design and drafting package, the SURFER raster-based three

dimensional surface analysis package, the IDRISI raster-based geographic data analy-

sis package, and the AutoTOOLS vector/raster-based data transformation and analysis

package (Figure 8).

Elevational contour data were digitized into AutoCAD, and transformed into a

vector data file by AutoTOOLS. The vector data file was then interpolated and trans-

formed into a raster grid by SURFER (the SURFER grid file can then be used to display

and output a three-dimensional model). The grid file was then transformed, by

AutoTOOLS, into an IDRISI raster image file. The image file was then analyzed in

IDRISI, and two more raster images were created: a slope gradient image, and a slope

aspect image. The images were then transformed from raster to vector format by
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Figure 8. Diagram of the relationship between and utility of the AutoCAD, SURFER,
IDRISI, and AutoTOOLS software packages. (Diagram created in AutoCAD)
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AutoTOOLS, creating an AutoCAD drawing of each image. The new drawings (maps) were

labeled with text, edited, and output. For a complete step by step description of

this process and other options, see Appendix B.

Additional Data Analysis Procedures

Other data types such as nominal point data, linear network data, and polygon

data were also digitized into a graphic data base using AutoCAD. Nominal point data

can be typified as dwelling locations, dam sites, springs, wells, and cross section

sites. Examples of linear network data include drainage networks, transportation net-

works, and natural or man-made borders and boundaries. Polygon data can be typified

as soils, land use, surficial geology, and irrigation lands. All data were stored on

subject layers within the vector drawing. The subject layers (e.g., Soils, Land Use,

Stream Networks) were then overlayed and output for empirical analysis (Figure 9).

Climatological data extracted from the Cape Verde RIS were assigned to station

site locations and digitized into AutoCAD. The data were then transformed to a format

suitable for use in SURFER, using the AutoTOOLS package (as described above in the

DEM building procedure). A topographic isohyet map was then created in SURFER and

plotted to a DXF (Drawing eXchange Format) file. The DXF file was then imported into

AutoCAD where it was edited and output.

Special topographic data analysis tools in the AutoTOOLS package allow for the

creation of stream or topographic profiles, bar graphs, hypsometric graphs, and data

reports (Figure 10). These tools were vital components of the analysis procedure. A

detailed description of these tools and their function may be found in Appendix C.
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TOPOGRAPHY

WATER RESOURCES

GEOLOGY

SOILS

Figure 9. Example of data layering in the AutoCAD graphic database system.
(Graphic created in Aut0CAD)
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ANALYSIS OF WATERSHED CHARACTERISTICS

CLIMATE

The Cape Verde Islands depend on rainfall from the intertropical convergence

zone (ITC). The ITC zone is composed of a series of circumpolar convectional warm

fronts that occur generally between 100 latitude South and 10° latitude North. The

zone expands northward during the Northern Hemisphere summer months (June to Septem-

ber) as high pressure weakens over the Sahara Desert in North Africa. The Cape Verdes

lie on the northern extremity of the expansion zone. During this period the islands

receive nearly all of their annual precipitation. Precipitation occurs as a result of

convectional and orographic lifting, thus explaining wide variations in precipitation

due to elevation. Periods of drought occur when the ITC zone does not expand north-

ward over the islands. In some instances the zone has split the archipelago in two,

delivering rain to the Sotavento islands while leaving the Barlaventos dry (Meintel,

1984).

The Cape Verdes' position on the northern extremity of the summer expansion of

the ITC zone causes not only low precipitation, but high inter-annual variability. A

45-year record of precipitation from the São Jorge meteorological station, just 3.5

kilometers south of the Boca Larga basin, indicates this high degree of variability

(Figure 11). The standard deviation from the mean is 330 millimeters (13 in.).

Another important aspect of the precipitation regime is the size and duration of

individual precipitation events. Convection and orographic precipitation are charac-

terized by localized, high intensity events that vary widely in duration. São Jorge
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data indicates that a maximum annual precipitation event can comprise of as much as

55% of total annual precipitation (Figure 12). An individual event has produced as

much as 534.5 millimeters (21 in.) of rain in a 24 hour period.

The importance of prevailing wind direction is paramount in Cape Verde due to

strong, consistent wind speed and direction, and the violent nature of individual

rainfall events. Wind direction and duration is characterized by the wind rose diagram

in Figure 13. The prevailing wind direction year-round is from the north,northeast.

This is also true during the rainy season (July to November), with the exception of

some influence from south-southeasterly winds.

Prevailing winds that force storms over the study area, for example, deliver an

imbalance of erosional force. Those slopes that are perpendicular to the prevailing

direction are subject to much higher chemical and physical weathering forces due to

their direct exposure. This fact emphasizes the importance of prevailing winds, slope

aspect, and the interaction of physical components that affect erosion within the

environment.

The climate of Ribeira da Boca Larga watershed falls somewhere within the mid-

dle range of microclimates of the Cape Verde Archipelago. The basin elevation range

is from 38 to 729 meters, compared to an elevation range of sea level to 1394 meters

for Santiago Island.

Orographic profiles from southwest to northeast indicate the typical topographic

friction encountered by storm tracks over the basin (Figure 14). Boca Larga's wide

range of elevation, and the orographic nature of precipitation creates a gradient of

temperature and rainfall throughout the watershed. While the temperature gradient is

slight, the precipitation gradient can be quite large. The basin's mean annual precip-
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WIND ROSE DIAGRAM

Praic, Santiago Island, Republic of Cape Verde///
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Figure 13. Diagram of wind roses for Praia, Santiago Island. Each wind rose repre-
sents the mean number of observations of wind direction for each month
during the period 1951 to 1960. The number in the center of each wind
rose indicates the number of observations of calm wind conditions. After
Do Amaral (1964). (Diagram created in AutoCAD)
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Figure 14a. Map of orographic profile locations. Profile orientations indicate the
typical storm track of convectional fronts. (Map created in AutoCAD)
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itation range for the period 1978 to 1986 was 202 millimeters (7.9 in.) to 384 milli-

meters (15 in.). Figure 15 indicates the annual rainfall minimum and maximum for each

year from 1978 to 1986. Annual precipitation data for 22 stations was extracted from

the Cape Verde RIS to create yearly mean annual rainfall isohyet maps of the region

surrounding Boca Larga for the years 1978 through 1986 (Figure 16). Complete climato-

logical statistics are available in Appendix D.

SURFICIAL GEOLOGY

The islands of Cape Verde were formed from the upwelling of volcanic lava along

the western edge of the African crustal plate. The Cape Verdes are very young, geolo-

gically, and are still in a state of formation. The islands built up rapidly, at a

rate far exceeding the rate of erosion and soil morphogenesis. The imbalance of form-

ation versus erosion implies that the islands are not in a state of environmental

equilibrium. Since the termination or cessation of vofcanic accretion, the islands

have been sculptured by subareal processes (Norton, 1986). The intermixture of volca-

nic events, and varying rates and methods of accretion have produced typical varia-

tionS of extrusive igneous geomorphology. Examples of calderas, dikes, exposed necks,

plugs, chimneys, lava flows, volcanic cones, and tuffaceous mudflows can be found

throughout the islands.

The most significant volcanic event on Santiago Island was the creation of Pico

da AntOnia. The peak consists of submarine and subaerial deposits of basalt and bas-

anite; subaerial flows of phonolite and similar rocks; and extensive deposits of

pyroclastics. The eruptions that built Pico da AntOnia occurred during the Tertiary
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period, beginning in the Miocene epoch and continuing into the Pliocene epoch (10 to

20 million years ago) (Logan, 1982). The valley of Boca Larga is one of many eroded

flanks of the great peak.

The surficial geology/geomorphology of Boca Larga drainage is typified by steep-

ly dissected basaltic lava flows and eroded colluvial slopes, with occasional alluvi-

um along the valley floor and at the confluence with Ribeira dos Picos. Variations in

the erodibility of the basalt and the underlying strata allow for a variety of local-

ized geomorphic anomalies (Figure 17).

The promontory at the southwest divide of the basin, known simply as Boca Larga,

is actually a resistant cap of thick, columnar basalt. The basalt has been eroded

over time, creating long,low gradient, highly porous, colluvial slopes. Just below

the slope colluvium, extending from the northern flank of the basin, is a very resis-

tant basaltic flow that has been eroded back along the mainstem forming two

waterfalls. The waterfalls occur in a very narrow section of the valley. Erosion of

the basalt flow has increased the depth of the valley at that point and subsequently

increased the upper and lower slope gradient. The result has been the erosion of less

resistant strata below the northern flank of the flow and mass wasting in the form of

large boulders of basalt which have fallen into the main channel, causing major flow

deflection (Figure 18). The source area is noted as an avalanche in Figure 17. Just

across the channel to the southwest, on slope colluvium, is another ancient mass

wasting feature: an extensive boulder field, composed of large chunks of resistant

cap rock. The cap rock originates from an exposed lava flow at midslope.

Downstream, at mid-basin, the floodplain widens, and large deposits of coarse

alluvium occur. Colluvial slopes surrounding the valley floor exhibit occasional
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Figure 18. Photograph of large boulders blocking the channel of Ribeira da Boca
Larga. Knapsack in lower right of photograph is 0.4 meter wide.
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small debris avalanches and deep rills. Further down river the mainstem cuts through

a highly resistant lava flow, creating a narrow canyon-like valley. On the northern

flank of the basin, the largest tributary of Boca Larga, known only as Cutelo Mendes,

forms a hanging valley above the mainstem valley floor. The sub-basin is composed of

colluvial slopes at the source to the west-southwest, and steep, resistant basaltic

flows along the northern flank, southern flank, and outlet. The valley floor is un-

derlain by a series of resistant flows that have been cut back to form a waterfall.

The northern flank is highly dissected by small first order tributaries that form a

series of waterfalls cascading down to the main tributary. The colluvial slopes at

the west-southwest end of the sub-basin are covered with the most extensive examples

of small debris avalanches and rills in all of Boca Larga.

Below the confluence of Cutelo Mendes and Boca Larga, the watershed is typified

by interbedded lava flows and a mixture of slope colluvium and

basalt flows on the southern flank. The valley bottom narrows and the stream gradient

increases throughout this section. At the lowest reaches of the basin the stream

gradient decreases and the alluvial floodplain broadens out to meet Ribeira dos Picos.

HYDROPHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

The geomorphic development of the Boca Larga landscape is the result of complex

climatological, fluvial, geologic, and human interaction. The basin has been formed

from the erosion of a series of basaltic flow strata that have controlled the shape

and development of the basin.
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The shape or morphology of the basin is long and narrow in a northeast to south-

west direction. The drainage pattern may be classified as a modified trellis. Drain-

age occurs below elongated, parallel landforms, and nearly all streams are below the

third order, entering the mainstem at a right angle. Drainage density indicates the

total length of stream stems per unit area of the drainage basin (Horton, 1932). The

drainage density of Boca Larga is 10.73 (kilometers of streams per square kilometer

land area), which is similar to watershed models exhibiting characteristics of cli-

matic aridity, minimal perennial plant cover, and/or an easily eroded landscape.

Stream orders for the drainage basin were determined according to the Strahler

method (Strahler, 1957). First order streams have no tributaries. Second order streams

begin at the confluence of two first order streams, third order streams begin at the

confluence of two second order streams, and so on. Five stream orders occur in Boca

Larga. All streams are influent and ephemeral, although the fifth order mainstem does

have perennial flow along part of the lower reach due to spring seepage. The drainage

network is composed of an inordinately high proportion of first and second order

streams (Figure 19). There is but one major tributary, known herein as Cutelo Mendes.

It is a third order stem with nearly all first and second order streams draining the

northern flank of the sub-basin. A topographic profile of the mainstem can be seen in

Figure 20. The profile reveals a series of 'knick points" that correspond with the

locations of resistant basalt strata that have been eroded through and often under-

cut. As time progresses, subsequent erosion will move these 'knick points" further

upstream.

Another important index of basin development, in Boca Larga, is the bifurcation

ratio. The bifurcation ratio is a ratio of the number of streams of the first order
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to the second order, second order to the third order, and so on (Horton, 1945). A

bifurcation ratio of 9.83 between the second order and third order indicates that the

majority of stream development has occurred at a level below the third order (first

and second order streams). A high proportion of first and second order streams is

typical of arid and semi-arid climatic regimes and suggests the erosional impact of

individual precipitation events. The non-linear distribution of stream order segments

is illustrated by the bar graph in Figure 21.

Hypsometric analysis (Strahler, 1952) indicates the general slope morphology and

stage of development of a drainage basin. Hypsometric analysis of Boca Larga reveals

that, generally, upper slopes and lower slopes are quite steep whereas mid-slopes are

gently sloping (Figure 22). This information combined with the knowledge of the sur-

ficial geology of the basin indicates that the basin has been highly weathered along

the upper reaches, creating colluvial slopes at mid-slope positions, and that there

has been excessive down-cutting by the mainstem through colluvium, basalt layers, and

along lower slope positions. A hypsometric integral of 0.397 for Boca Larga suggests

that the basin is at the equilibrium or mature stage of the geomorphic cycle of water-

shed development. The equilibrium stage is generally defined as the level of basin

development where the rate of erosion is equal or nearly equal to the rate of trans-

portation and accretion. Valley floor development in the basin is controlled by the

position, thickness, and erosivity of interstitial basalt that occurs throughout the

watershed. Widening of the valley floor has occurred, generally, along channel reaches

that course through less resistant bedrock or weathered materials.

Fluvial processes occurring in Boca Larga involve brief periods of intense water

discharge and large sediment loads during variable but short rainy seasons. All stream
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segments, including the mainstem, diminish to a trickle and dry up soon after the

rains have ended. The brief, intense water and sediment transport causes local scour

and deposition, resulting in localized channel restructuring. There is little or no

room for meandering along larger tributaries due to the narrow, canyon-like valleys.

As a result, accumulations of fine gravel, sand, and silt tend to be restricted to

low gradient channel margins, protected wake zones behind flow obstructions, and low

velocity (low gradient) reaches upstream of erosion control dams. The accumulated

sediment size is strongly related to the eroded channel slopes upstream of the control

dams-- the flatter the slope, the finer the sediment size. The size of materials being

transported ranges from silt to large boulders. Suspended loads generally contain

clay, silt, or sand (Klingeman, 1988). Detailed watershed hydrophysical data are

available from the General Data Table in Appendix E.

BASIN TOPOGRAPHY

The elevation range of Boca Larga watershed is 38 to 729 meters (125 to 2391 ft.)

(Figure 23). The landscape is typified by steep, densely dissected terrain, especial-

ly along the lower reaches of the mainstem and along the northern flank of the water-

shed. The three dimensional model in Figure 24 portrays the deeply incised landscape

of the basin.
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SLOPE GRADIENT

The determination of slope gradient is an important tool in classifying the ero-

sion potential of drainage surfaces. Gradient information provides a measure of the

potential of gravity to affect rates of chemical and physical weathering. Slope gra-

dients throughout Boca Larga are typically over 300, indicating a young geologic land-

scape (Figure 25). Over 86% of basin land surfaces have a slope gradient of 200 (44%)

or more. Gradient is highest along the narrowed, lower basin and at the highest

divides (Boca Larga massif, for example). Low gradients occur along colluvial slopes,

open floodplains, and achadas (mesas) that form interfluves or divides. Detailed sta-

tistics on slope gradient are available in Appendix E.

SLOPE ASPECT

Slope aspect is another important factor in the estimation of weathering potent-

ial. If the aspect of a slope is perpendicular to the direction of an eroding force,

that slope will be subject to the maximum physical effect of that force. If the slope

aspect varies even slightly from a perpendicular face, the effect of the physical

force is diminished greatly. Prevailing winds from the north-northeast, during the

rainy season, expose slopes facing that direction to the maximum amount of chemical

and physical weathering. A series of three aspect classes were devised, based on rel-

ative perpendicularity to the prevailing wind direction, to describe the aspect of

Boca Larga (Figure 26). The classes are indicative of the actual slope aspect measured

in azimuthal decimal degrees. Class 1 (0° to 90°), north-northeast facing slopes, is
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the most critical class for determining erosion potential. It accounts for 38.3% of

the total basin area. Complete statistics on slope aspect are available in Appendix E.

SOILS

The soils of Boca Larga, as well as all of Cape Verde, are formed from volcanic

bedrock or colluvium, slope wash, and stream alluvium derived from upper slopes. Bas-

alt, originating primarily from ridges and achadas (mesas), is the dominant parent

material source for soils throughout the basin. Semi-consolidated or partly weathered

tuffaceous breccias are the material source for soils on some middle and lower slopes

below basalt ridges or achadas. In some cases, mixing of source materials has occurred

during downslope transport, creating consolidated soils (Simonson, 1988).

Thirteen major soil series are present in Boca Larga. The soil series occur in

mixed composite units (complexes) developed for soils classification mapping. Figure

27 exhibits the areal extent of soil units and describes the composition of each unit.

Shallow soils on mountain ridges and peaks are represented by map unit 2 along

Boca Larga peak and ridgetop. Soils on middle and upper slopes, formed primarily from

basalt under relatively high precipitation conditions, are represented in map units

15, 17, 18, 20, and 21. These soils are the dominant soil group in the watershed,

comprising 79% of the total drainage area. They are found throughout the western two-

thirds of the basin over surficial deposits of basalt, colluvium, and recent alluvium.

Soils on middle slopes, derived from basalt and tuffaceous rock under relatively low

precipitation conditions, are represented by map units 30, 31, 32, and 33. These soils

form the other major soil group, accounting for 18% (percent) of the total basin area.
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They can be found in the eastern (lower) one-third of the watershed over basalt and

colluvium strata. Small areas of soils on achadas (mesas), derived predominantly from

basalt, under low precipitation conditions are found along the basin divide on the

southern flank of the watershed (map units 36 and 37). Soils on footsiopes, stream

terraces, and narrow floodplains, under low precipitation conditions, occur in one

contiguous area at the mouth of Boca Larga and confluence with Picos (map unit 44).

The pie chart in Figure 28 exhibits the soil unit composition of Boca Larga basin.

The soils that occur in Boca Larga basin generally have slow permeability and

slow infiltration rates, low to high water-holding capacity (depending on soil

depth), and moderate to low erodibility characteristics.

A detailed description of each major soils series that occurs in Boca Larga can

be found in Appendix F. Additional information on soils in Boca Larga basin can be

found in the General Data Table of Appendix E.

WATER RESOURCES

The geology and geomorphology of Boca Larga impact greatly on the infiltration

and subsurface transportation of water resources. Interbedded strata of basalt, col-

luvium, and tuffaceous breccias provide an excellent subsurface transport network.

As the strata were weathered and dissected by surface flow, porous layers were expos-

ed and seepage occurred. This seepage occurs at various locations, and at a varying

magnitude, throughout the watershed. Known spring locations in Boca Larga are annota-

ted on the map in Figure 29.
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Although there is no appreciable precipitation nine months of the year, irriga-

tion of some mainstem floodplains and colluvial slopes continues year round in Boca

Larga. Most of the water for irrigation comes directly from springs. In addition to

springs, two wells can be found in the basin. Both wells occur on floodplain alluvial

deposits. The first well is located about mid-basin at Kilometer 4.88, the other near

the confluence of Boca Larga and Picos at Kilometer 0.35 (see Figure 29).

A network of water storage structures, peripheral to source locations, is well

developed throughout the basin. Water storage tanks or cisterns, usually constructed

of concrete, are used for human and animal consumption (see Figure 29). Although in-

formation on location is available, the condition of storage structures is unknown.

EROSION CONTROL STRUCTURES

Another form of water storage is accomplished by twenty erosion control dams

along the mainstem of Boca Larga (Figure 30). The dams are constructed of masonry

with concrete mortar and a concrete cap, with the exception of the lowest dam in the

watershed at Kilometer 0.26, which is constructed of gabions, with a gabion toe dam.

All of the dams (known as "baragems" in Portuguese) have been built to trap sediment.

All but the gabion dam were also designed to collect water that drains from the coarse

sediment trapped on the upstream side of the dam. Small check dams ("diques" in Port-

uguese) are also known to exist in the basin. The check dams have been constructed

across gullies or steep, first and second order streams to slow down erosion of the

channel and cause sediment deposition. Two such dams are known to be located in the

basin (see Figure 30). Other check dams known to exist along tributaries in the lower
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portion of the watershed have not been located in Figure 30 due to a lack of aerial

imagery coverage of lower Boca Larga.

Another type of erosion control structure is widespread in Boca Larga. Soil ter-

races (or "banquetas") have been built to convert high gradient slopes into a series

of flat surfaces separated by rock or earth walls. The terraces were designed to

reduce runoff and soil erosion, and to increase the amount of arable land on steep

slopes. Two descriptive categories of banquetas were developed to classify the condi-

tion and utility of soil terraces (see Figure 30). The categories are active banquetas

with masonry retention walls in good condition, and inactive banquetas or banquetas

without masonry retention walls or in poor condition. Soil-terraced lands comprise

only 7.5% of the total basin area. However, they often occupy the best soils and are

peripheral to reliable water supplies. Terraced lands are also more common in the

upper basin which is subject to higher precipitation. Some terraced colluvial slopes

below the Boca Larga massif are irrigated year-round due to subsurface water seepage

from the base of the columnar basalt highland. Banquetas also occur on steep slopes

above the irrigated floodplain. Local farmers, employing gravity, send water down-

stream along hand-dug sluices on the top of the banqueta wall. The water is then

diverted to lower terraces and finally down to the floodplain. Detailed data on ter-

raced lands are available from the General Data Table in Appendix E.

LAND USE

Nearly all land in Boca Larga is used for cultivation. The only two land use

categories are irrigated agricultural land, and non-irrigated agricultural land (dry-
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land farming). About twenty-five hectares or 4% of the total basin area are perenni-

ally irrigated. The remainder of the watershed (611 hectares) is subject to annual

cultivation and periodic grazing.

Irrigated lands produce bananas, mangoes, manioc, papaya, coconuts, tomatoes,

beans, sweet potatoes, tobacco, wild cane, and sugar cane. There is more irrigated

land devoted to sugar cane than any other crop in Boca Larga. Cane is especially dom-

inant on irrigated slopes of the upper basin. Cane sugar is used primarily to create

an alcoholic rum for local consumption and or sale outside the basin. Wild cane is

planted in the floodplain on lands peripheral to irrigated fields. The cane, benefit-

ing from seepage that occurs around the irrigated plots, grows tall, providing shade

for workers and for valuable crops. When the cane is at its maximum growth stage, it

is cut and used as a building material for fences, roofing, and animal shelters.

Unused stalks, leaves, and vines of most harvested crops are gathered and used as

fodder for pigs and goats.

An ingenious irrigation work exists around the spring at Kilometer 3.16 on main-

stem Boca Larga. Two hand-fashioned concrete sluices have been mortared to the canyon-

like basalt walls of the narrow valley to carry water from the perennial spring to

downstream floodplains. The sluices travel down both sides of the valley. The north

sluice actually bridges the confluence of the large tributary known herein as Cutelo

Mendes at Kilometer 2.85. The spring irrigates over a kilometer of narrow valley

floodplains (see Figure 29).

Non-irrigated lands in Boca Larga are planted with annual crops of maize (corn),

sorghum, millet, and green beans, and perennially bearing congo beans. Some areas have

also been planted with prosopis (mesquite) saplings. The saplings are nursery starts
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that are planted in small soil basins (caldeiras) on steep slopes.

Corn is considered the most valued dryland crop by farmers throughout Cape Verde.

It is planted extensively in Boca Larga, on steep and level slopes alike. Congo beans

have been introduced primarily along the steeper slopes above the mainstem channel.

Some effort has been made to intercrop corn and congo beans in areas of excessive

slope gradient. Corn and congo have been planted in caldeiras (small soil basins) that

have been constructed to maximize the amount of arable land and decrease soil erosion

on excessively steep slopes. The advantage of this procedure being that the congo

beans remain in situ perennially, creating a root system that increases soil porosity,

and a canopy that improves surface roughness to allow a higher rainfall infiltration

rate. Congo beans are also nitrogen-fixing, providing valuable soil nutrients.

Even the steepest of slopes in Boca Larga yield an agricultural product. Sisal,

an agave native to southern Mexico, has been planted on high gradient slopes and has

spread to even the most precipitous cliffs. The large fibrous 'leaves" are harvested,

dried, and stripped to create baskets, hats, and other local wares.

During the dry season, most non-irrigated slopes in Boca Larga are subject to

grazing by goats, oxen, or occasionally sheep. Some grazing is controlled by tether-

ing the animal(s) in a specific area, then moving the animal(s) to a new location

when deemed necessary.

Detailed data on agricultural land are available from the General Data Table in

Appendix E.
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SETTLEMENT

Ribeira da Boca Larga watershed has a high density rural population. Settlement

is widely scattered, but follows a pattern tied to available water resources. Popula-

tion density has been estimated at 224 people per square kilometer (582 people per

square mile). This was determined from a total basin population of 1428, which was

estimated from the total number of dwellings multiplied by a median household of four.

Individual settlements generally consist of a non-mortared, masonry house with cane

or clay tile roof, and one or two outbuildings of stone or cane construction for ani-

mals. Individual settlements are often grouped together, forming family units. Loca-

tions of settlements are generally along basin divides, high ridges, interfluves, and

upper slopes (see Figure 31).

TRANSPORT NETWORK

The Boca Larga basin has one passable road that traverses the upper reaches of

the basin. The dirt surface road was finished in the spring of 1988. Downslope shoul-

ders were planted with aloe vera to help stabilize the surface. The road is annotated

in Figure 32..

Before the road was built, the only transportation system in the watershed was a

network of footpaths. Footpaths (trails) continue to be the most important avenue of

travel. Approximately fifty (50) kilometers of well-maintained trails are present in

the basin (see Figure 32). Trails connect dwellings to farming areas and water resourc-
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es and connect Boca Larga with the Montanha sub-basin to the south and the parent

Picos watershed to the north.
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ANALYSIS AND CLASSIFICATION OF CHANNEL REACHES

INTRODUCTION

The mainstem of Boca Larga was analyzed to determine the relative stability of

the channel along homogeneous reaches of the stream. Homogeneity was based on the

criteria of valley-floodplain size and configuration, stream gradient, geomorphologic

character, bed materials, and land use.

Classification of uniform stream reaches creates a magnified perspective on how

erosional components affect the watershed at yarying intensities over different sec-

tions of the mainstem. The channel reaches become classified components of the water-

shed system. This transforms each mainstem stream reach into a unit for watershed

management.

The channel stability rating of each channel reach is an effective method to

identify critical reaches that may require special management within a watershed. The

further breakdown of the rating criteria within a designated critical reach may indi-

cate the need for special case studies or immediate action. An example of an immediate

treatment might be the building of bank protection structures along a section of the

reach where excessive bank cutting and deposition is occurring adjacent to prime agri-

cultural floodplains.

The following are descriptions of the general character and channel stability

rating of each classified stream reach. The stream reaches begin at Kilometer 0.0,

the confluence of Ribeira da Boca Larga and Ribeira dos Picas, continuing upstream to

the bifurcation of mainstem Boca Larga into two second order streams at Kilometer
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7.88. There are a total of six reaches spanning the third, fourth, and fifth orders

of the mainstem.

CHANNEL REACHES

Channel Reach 1 -

Reach one is a fifth order section of the mainstem that stretches from Kilometer

0.0, at the confluence of Boca Larga and Picos, to a dam (baragem) spanning the channel

constriction at Kilometer 0.39. There is one dam along the reach, of gabion construc-

tion, located at Kilometer 0.27. Stream inventory and channel stability data for

Channel Reach 1 were extracted from cross section BL-1, located at Kilometer 0.27. A

map of the reach and a three dimensional model of the area around cross section BL- 1

is available in Figure Elevation ft.),

from 38 to 45 meters. Stream gradient is about two percent (2%) throughout the reach.

The channel width is 70 meters and covers the entire floodplain at floodstage (maximum

channel depth of 0.8 meter).

Valley side slopes have a gradient of over 60% (>27°). The mass wasting potent-

ial along the reach is small with infrequent failures. Vegetation along the valley

slopes is disturbed by active agriculture and grazing. Erosion control structures

include some aretos (retention walls) built along hillside Contours and across small

gullies. Soils along the alluvial floodplain and lower valley slopes are classified

as a composite of 45% Tx series and 40% Ix series. Both series are deep, fine textur-

ed, and well drained soils, derived from old alluvium along stream terraces, and mixed
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cross section BL-l. (Map created in AutoCAD, model created in SURFER,
and chart created in QUATTRO) -
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colluvial slopes. A detailed description of each soils series can be found in

Appendix F.

The mainstem channel can be characterized as braided with minor flow deflection.

Channel scour occurs along the banks and is deposited in minor bars and riffles. The

channel bed is consolidated with some overlap and interstices. The bed is composed

primarily of sand (40%) and soil (30%). A pie chart of the stream bed composition at

cross section BL-1 is available in Figure 33.

Vegetables and fruits have been planted in the channel and on surrounding flood-

plains. Most of the entire floodplain is irrigated. There are no bank protection

structures to protect the floodplains along the reach. Grazing also occurs, by teth-

ering, within the riparian zone.

The overall channel stability rating for Channel Reach 1 is 2.50. The rating is

on the divide between the channel stability categories of good (1.51 to 2.50) and

fair (2.51 to 3.50). The worst rated group of evaluation parameters is Valley Side

Characteristics with a mean rating of 3.0 (fair). Individual parameters with the poor-

est rating are Valley Side Slope (well over 60% or 27°) at 4.0 (poor), and Channel

Capacity (braided channel) at 4.0 (poor). Complete stream reach inventory and channel

stability data for cross section BL-1 (Channel Reach 1) are available in Appendix G.

Channel Reach 2 -

Reach two is also a fifth order section of Boca Larga that stretches from the

dam at Kilometer 0.39 to Kilometer 1.23. The reach has a total length of 0.84 kilo-

meter (0.52 mi.). There is one masonry, mortared dam with a concrete cap along the

reach at Kilometer 1.0. Stream inventory and channel stability data on Channel Reach
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2 were collected at cross section BL-2 (Kilometer 0.86). A map of the reach and a

three dimensional model of the area around cross section BL-2 is available in Figure

34. Elevation relief along the mainstem is 23 meters (75.5 ft.), from 45 to 68 meters.

A stream gradient of approximately 2% and a channel width of 45 meters is common

throughout the reach. The floodplain width tapers from 70 meters wide at the down-

stream terminus to 45 meters wide (the channel width) at the upstream end of the

reach. The maximum channel depth is approximately 0.5 meter.

Valley side slopes along the reach have a gradient of over 60% (>27°). The mass

wasting potential of the valley slopes is small with few notable failures. Vegetation

on the slopes is disturbed by active cultivation and grazing. Erosion control struc-

tures include occasional banquetas (soil terraces) along the lower slopes just above

the floodplain. Soils of the alluvial floodplain and lower valley slopes are transi-

tional along the reach. The lower section is a composite of 45% Tx series and 40% Ix

series soils. The upper section (above BL-2 at KM 0.86) is composed of 50% Q series

and 30% X series soils. Lower section soils are deep, fine textured and well drained

whereas upper section soils are very shallow, stoney-clay textured, and excessively

drained with basalt outcrops common. A detailed description of each soils series is

available in Appendix F.

The channel is braided and has only minor flow deflectors. Channel scour and

deposition is limited to the active channel. Channel bars comprise more than 30% of

the entire channel width. The stream bed is loosely consolidated and could easily be

transported. The bed is composed primarily of soil (25%), coarse sand (25%), and fine

gravel (20%). A pie chart of the stream bed composition at cross section BL-2 is

available in Figure 34.
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Vegetable and fruit crops have been planted on surrounding floodplains and soil

terraces. The floodplains are perennially irrigated along the entire length of the

reach. Mango trees are common along banks and floodplains. There are no occurrences

of bank protection structures along the reach. Tethered goats and sheep graze within

the riparian zone and on upper slopes.

Channel Reach 2 was rated 2.8 13 for overall channel stability. The rating is

within the channel stability category of fair (2.51 to 3.50). The worst rated groups

of evaluation parameters are Valley Side Characteristics, Channel Characteristics,

and Land Use Characteristics with a mean rating of 3.0 (fair) for each. Individual

parameters with the poorest rating are Valley Side Slope (well over 60% or 27°) at

4.0 (poor), and Channel Capacity (braided channel) at 4.0 (poor). Complete stream

reach inventory and channel stability data for cross section BL-2 (Channel Reach 2)

are available in Appendix G.

Channel Reach 3 -

Reach number three is also a fifth order section of Boca Larga that stretches

from Kilometer 1.23 to the confluence of two second order streams with the mainstem

at Kilometer 3.03. The reach length is 1.8 kilometers (1.11 mi.). There is one con-

crete capped, mortared masonry dam (baragem) on the reach, located at Kilometer 2.89.

Stream inventory and channel stability data for Channel Reach 3 were collected at

cross section BL-6 (Kilometer 2.06). A map of the reach and a three dimensional model

of the area around cross section BL-6 is available in Figure 35. Elevation relief

along the mainstem is 67 meters (219.8 ft.), from 68 to 135 meters. Stream gradient

varies throughout the reach, with the median gradient at two percent (2%). The chan-
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nel width averages 40 meters throughout the reach with an average maximum depth of

0.8 meters. The floodplain, or valley floor is, on the average, only 50 meters wide,

allowing only 10 meters of floodplain for cultivation.

Valley side slopes have an average gradient of over 60% (>27°). Slopes just above

the floodplain along much of the reach have gradients of near 100% or more. The

mass wasting potential of the reach is high with medium sized, frequent failures.

Although failures are frequent they seldom enter the active channel. The morphology

of the lower slopes and floodplain resemble that of a canyon or gorge. Valley slope

vegetation is disturbed by cultivation and grazing. Erosion control structures include

extensive areas of active and inactive banquetas (soil terraces), and occasional

patches of caldeiras (soil basins) on steep lower slopes. The banquetas are generally

subject to perennial irrigation and have been planted with sugar cane or manioc,

whereas the caldeiras have been planted with congo beans and or maize (Corn). Soils

of the floodplains and lower slopes are transitional along the reach. The lower reach

(reach length below KM 2.0) has a soils composition of 50% Q series and 30% X series,

whereas upper reach (above KM 2.0) soils are a complex composite of 40% G series, 30%

W series, and 20%L series. Lower reach soils are characterized as very shallow,

stoney-clay textured, excessively drained, with basalt outcrops common. Upper reach

soils are very shallow to deep, very stoney clay loam textured, and well to excessive-

ly drained. A detailed description of soils series is available in Appendix F.

The stream channel in this reach is braided and has major flow deflectors at all

stages. Large, mature mango and coconut trees occur in the active channel and along

channel banks. The flow deflection problem is even more acute at constricted sections

of the reach. Channel scour and deposition is limited to the active channel. Channel
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alluvial bars comprise more than 30% of the total channel width. The bed is consoli-

dated with some overlap and interstices. The channel bed is composed of primarily

cobbles (10 to 40 centimeters in size) (50%) and gravel (less than 10 centimeters in

size) (30%). A pie chart of the stream bed composition at cross section BL-6 is avail-

able in Figure 35.

Fruits and vegetables are cultivated on the narrow floodplains and terraced low-

er slopes. Nearly all of the reach is irrigated due to seepage from the surrounding

strata and an outstanding spring located at Kilometer 3.16. Irrigation works have been

constructed along both sides of the floodplain to carry water downstream from the

perennially flowing spring. There are no bank protection structures to protect narrow

alluvial floodplains along the reach. Occasionally animals are tethered to graze along

the floodplains and lower slopes.

The overall channel stability rating for Channel Reach 3 is 3.125. The rating is

within the channel stability category of fair (2.51 to 3.50). The worst rated group

of evaluation parameters is Channel Characteristics with a mean rating of 3.667 (poor).

Individual parameters with the poorest rating are Valley Side Slope (well over 60% or

27°), Channel Capacity (braided channel), Flow Deflection (deflection at all stages),

and Orchards and Trees (in channel and along channel bars); all at 4.0 (poor). Com-

plete stream reach inventory and channel stability data for cross section BL-6 (Chan-

nel Reach 3) are available in Appendix G.

Channel Reach 4 -

Reach four is a fourth order section of Boca Larga that stretches from the con-

fluence of two second order streams with the mainstem at Kilometer 3.03 to the con-
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fluence of a first order stem with Boca Larga at Kilometer 5.38. The reach length is

2.35 kilometers (1.46 mi.). It is the longest stream reach section of Ribeira da

Boca Larga. There are four dams along the reach, located at Kilometer 3.19, 3.37,

4.89, and 5.34. All dams (baragems) were constructed of masonry, mortared, and capped

with concrete. Stream inventory and channel stability data for Channel Reach 4 were

collected at cross section BL-5 (Kilometer 4.62). A map of the reach and a three di-

mensional model of the area around cross section BL-5 is available in Figure 36. Ele-

vation relief along the mainstem is 99 meters (324.8 ft.), from 135 to 234 meters.

Gradient along the reach averages 2-+ percent (2.5%). The channel width is 40 meters

and accounts for the entire width of the valley floor. Maximum flow depth averages

one meter along the reach.

Valley slopes along the reach average between 40% (18°) and 60% (27°) slope grad-

ient. Lower slopes above the floodplain are generally less steep than in any other

mainstem section of Boca Larga. The potential for mass wasting along the reach is high

with frequent, medium sized failures. Although there are frequent failures, they sel-

dom enter the active channel. Some severe rill erosion exists on colluvial slopes

along the southern flank of the reach (around KM 3.6). Vegetation along the valley

slopes is disturbed by active cultivation and grazing. There are no significant ero-

sion control structures along the reach. However, there are a few occurrences of

inactive banquetas (soil terraces) along the upper valley slopes. Soils of the lower

slopes and banks are slightly transitional along the reach. The lower reach (below

BL-5 at KM 4.62) has a soils complex of 40% G series, 30% W series, and 20% L series,

whereas upper reach soils are a composite of 35% G series, 30% 0 series, and 20% W

series. Soils along the reach are very shallow to deep, very stoney clay loam textur-
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ed, and well to excessively drained. A detailed description of each soils series can

be found in Appendix F.

The mainstem channel can be characterized as braided with minor flow deflection.

The channel and both banks are heavily scoured. Materials are sorted and deposited in

extensive bars and the braided channel. The channel bed is loosely consolidated and

easily transported. The bed is composed primarily of boulders (< 1 meter width) (30%),

cobbles (10-40 cm. width) (25%), and exposed bedrock (20%). Exposed bedrock generally

occurs along the southern side of the channel. A pie chart of the stream bed composi-

tion at cross section BL-5 is available in Figure 36.

Small sections of the reach are perennially irrigated. Along those reaches most

of the irrigated crops are planted on soil terraces directly above the channel. There

are a few bank protection structures located near the upper end of the reach (around

KM 5.33). Grazing occurs throughout the reach, on floodplains and valley slopes alike.

Tethered grazing occurs only in the vicinity of irrigated cropland.

Channel Reach 4 was rated 3.063 for overall channel stability. The rating is

within the channel stability category of fair (2.51 to 3.50). The worst rated group

of evaluation parameters is Lower Bank Characteristics with a mean rating of 3.50 (on

the divide between fair and poor). Individual parameters with the poorest rating are

Channel Capacity (braided channel), Transport Competence (gravel and cobbles), Bank

Deposition (braided channel), and Bed Scour and Deposition (active scour and braid-

ing); all rated 4.0 (poor). Complete stream reach inventory and channel stability

data for cross section BL-5 (Channel Reach 4) are available in Appendix G.
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Channel Reach 5 -

Reach five is a third order section of the mainstem that stretches from the con-

fluence of a first order stem with Boca Larga at Kilometer 5.38 to the confluence of

another first order stream with the main channel at Kilometer 6.76. The reach length

is 1.38 kilometers (0.86 mu.). There are six dams (baragems) along the reach, located

at Kilometer 5.51, 5.62, 5.76, 6.07, 6.22, and 6.58. All six dams are constructed of

mortared masonry with a concrete cap. Stream inventory and channel stability data for

Channel Reach 5 were collected at cross section BL-8, located at Kilometer 5.45. A map

of the reach and a three dimensional model of the area around cross section BL-8 is

available in Figure 37. Elevation relief along the mainstem is 138 meters (452.8 ft.),

from 234 to 372 meters. Stream gradient averages four percent (4%) throughout the

reach; a dramatic increase over lower reaches. The channel width averages only seven

meters across a 12 meter floodplain. The average maximum flow depth is 0.5 meter

throughout the reach.

Valley side slopes have a gradient of well over 60% (>27°). In fact, most slopes

above the channel have a gradient of over 100% (>45°) with northern flank slopes be-

ing the steepest. The mass wasting potential of the reach is excessive with frequent

channel entry. Two excellent examples of mass wasting exist in the reach. A large

debris avalanche, located around Kilometer 6.0, has blocked the channel with boulders

in excess of 3 meters wide. The boulders were dislodged from a precipitous basaltic

ridge on the north flank of the valley. A second avalanche occurred on the southern

flank of the valley, just 100 meters upstream from the first. The large debris is

spread over moderate gradient slopes just above the canyon-like lower slopes and chan-

nel. Vegetation along valley slopes is disturbed by grazing and agriculture. Erosion
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control structures include extensive areas of active and inactive banquetas (soil ter-

races). The banquetas are generally subject to perennial irrigation and have been

planted with sugar cane or manioc. Soils along the lower slopes and banks are classi-

fied as a composite of 35% G series, 30% 0 series, and 20% W series. Soils along the

reach are shallow to deep, very stoney clay loam textured, and well drained. A detail-

ed description of each soils series is available in Appendix F.

The channel along this reach can be characterized as having few overbank deposits

and frequent flow deflection due to large mango and coconut trees in the channel and

along the banks and large boulders blocking the channel, as described above. Channel

scour and deposition is limited to the active channel. Channel alluvial bars comprise.

more than 30% of the total channel width. The bed is consolidated with some overlap

and interstices. The channel bed is composed primarily of boulders (40 cm. to greater

than 1 meter wide) (40%), gravel (1 mm. to 10 cm. wide) (30%), and cobbles (10 cm. to

40 cm. wide) (20%). A pie chart of the stream bed composition at cross section BL-8

is available in Figure 37.

Vegetables and fruits are grown along channel banks and fruit trees are present

in the channel and above dams. Additional crops, mostly maniac and sugar cane, are

grown on the irrigated soil terraces (banquetas) directly above the channel on both

sides of the valley. There are some bank protection structures along the reach to

protect narrow alluvial floodplains. Animals are occasionally tethered to graze along

the floodplains and lower slopes.

The overall channel stability rating for Channel Reach 5 is 3.0. The rating is

within the channel stability category of fair (2.51 to 3.50). The worst rated groups

of evaluation parameters are Valley Side Characteristics, and Land Use Characterist-
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ics with a mean rating of 3.667 (poor) for each. Individual parameters with the poor-

est rating are Valley Side Slope (well over 60% or 27°), Mass Wasting Potential (large

size events, frequent channel entry), Transport Competence (gravel and large cobbles),

Row and Hill Crops (in channel and along channel banks), and Orchards and Trees (in

channel and along channel banks); all rated 4.0 (poor). Complete stream reach invento-

ry and channel stability data for cross section BL-8 (Channel Reach 5) are available

in Appendix G.

Channel Reach 6 -

Reach number six is a third order section on the uppermost portion of mainstem

Ribeira da Boca Larga that stretches from the confluence of a first order stem with

Boca Larga at Kilometer 6.76 to the bifurcation of the third order mainstem into two

second order streams at Kilometer 7.88. The reach length is 1.12 kilometers (0.7 mi.).

There are three dams (baragems) on the reach, located at Kilometer 6.88, 7.19, and

7.57. The dams are constructed of mortared masonry with a concrete cap. Stream inven-

tory and channel stability data for Channel Reach 6 were collected at cross section

BL-7, located at Kilometer 7.08. A map of the reach and a three dimensional model of

the area around cross section BL-7 is available in Figure 38. Elevation relief along

the mainstem is 86 meters (282.2 ft.), from 372 to 458 meters. Stream gradient aver-

ages five percent (5%) along the reach. The channel width averages only five meters

across an 18 meter floodplain. The average maximum flow depth is 0.3 meter along the

reach.

Valley side slopes have a gradient of well over 60% (>27°). Slopes above the

channel on the northern flank have a gradient of over 100% (>45°) while southern flank
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slopes are less steep. The potential for mass wasting along the reach is high with

frequent, medium sized failures. Although there are frequent failures, they seldom

enter the active channel. Vegetation along valley slopes is disturbed by grazing and

agriculture. Erosion control structures include extensive areas of active and inactive

banquetas (soil terraces). There are large areas of soil terraces on the southern

flank of the valley which are perennially irrigated by springs located on middle and

upper slopes. The banquetas are generally subject to perennial irrigation and have

been planted with sugar cane or manioc. Soils along the lower slopes and banks are

classified as a composite of 35% G series, 30% 0 series, and 20% W series. Soils along

the reach are shallow to deep, very stoney clay loam textured, and well-drained. A

detailed description of each soils series is available in Appendix F.

The channel can be characterized as having few overbank deposits and frequent

flow deflection due to many large mango and coconut trees in the channel and along

the banks. Channel scour and deposition is limited to the active channel. Channel

alluvial bars comprise more than 30% of the total channel width. The bed is consoli-

dated with some overlap and interstices. The channel bed is composed primarily of

boulders (40 cm. to greater than 1 meter wide) (45%), gravel (1 mm. to 10 cm. wide)

(25%), and cobbles (10 cm. to 40 cm. wide) (20%). A pie chart of the stream bed com-

position at cross section BL-7 is available in Figure 38.

Vegetables and fruits are grown along channel banks and fruit trees are present

in the channel and above dams. Additional crops, mostly manioc and sugar cane, are

grown on the irrigated soil terraces (banquetas) directly above the channel on both

sides of the valley and along upper slopes on the southern flank. There are a few bank

protection structures along the reach to protect narrow alluvial floodplains. Tether-
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ed grazing occurs along floodplains and valley slopes throughout the reach.

Channel Reach 6 was rated 2.938 for overall channel stability. The rating is

within the channel stability category of fair (2.51 to 3.50). The worst rated group

of evaluation parameters is Land Use Characteristics with a mean rating of 4.0 (poor).

Individual parameters with the poorest rating are Valley Side Slope (well over 60% or

27°), Transport Competence (gravel and cobbles), Row and Hill Crops (in channel and

along channel banks), Orchards and Trees (in channel and along channel banks), and

Grazing (along steep channel banks); all rated 4.0 (poor). Complete stream reach

inventory and channel stability data for cross section BL-7 (Channel Reach 6) are

available in Appendix G.

BASIN STABILITY RATING

The channel stability rating of each channel reach is an effective method to

identify critical reaches that may require special management within a watershed. At

a larger scale the mean stability rating of an entire watershed can be compared with

other basins to determine management priorities and overall strategy.

The mainstem of Ribeira da Boca Larga has a mean channel stability rating of

2.906, which falls within the fair stability category (2.51 to 3.50). The numerically

based channel stability categories of excellent, good, fair, and poor range from 1.00

to 4.00. A graph of the stability ratings for each reach and the range of stability

categories can be seen in Figure 39. The stability evaluation categories offer the

investigator a generalized index for comparison of watersheds that might require

varying management intensity.
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Figure 39. Graph of the channel stability rating for the six classified reaches of
Ribeira da Boca Larga. (Graph created in QUATTRO)



DISCUSSION

The stream reach inventory and channel stability evaluation that was specifical-

ly modified for use in Cape Verde has many quantitative components yet is empirical

in nature. The subjective criteria that define the technique has its limitations.

Individual components of the rating criteria are non-weighted which means that mass

wasting potential is equally as important as corraision. A definition of the value of

each component would greatly improve the applicability of the evaluation. However, if

rating components were weighted it would create site-specific criteria that would

diminish the utility of the stability evaluation for use in other watersheds. In any

case, the value of the specific data that are collected during the evaluation process

far exceeds the shortcomings of the evaluation criteria.

The combination of the channel inventory with data that have been gathered and

analyzed by the geographic information system (GIS) creates a powerful component-

based analysis system. Data that have been captured and analyzed in the GIS provide

information on the causal relationships that prompt erosion, while hydrophysical

information on the mainstem channel provides data on the effectual relationships of

eroded and transported sediment. The cause and effect relationship of the two evalua-

tion processes also provides a system of checks and balances that allow the investi-

gator to tailor models of erosional impact to the evaluated drainage.

The purpose of this paper has been to project a skeletal outline of the collec-

tion and analysis procedures for watershed physical environment data. The GIS section,

in particular, merely outlines the data capture procedures and provides examples of

layered data. Actual GIS analytical products are not addressed. The following is an
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example of such a product that was generated for the study area, Boca Larga.

A typical analysis required by a watershed manager is the determination of land

areas in the watershed that have the highest erosion potential. In the case of Boca

Larga the criteria can be better defined as those slopes with shallow, moderately

erodible soils (the maximum class), a slope aspect of north-northeast, and a slope

gradient of over 35 degrees (>77.8%). It should be noted that these criteria are the

maximum classifications, within their respective categories, that occur in Boca Larga.

The GIS product, indicating areas of maximum erosion potential, was created by

extracting specific classes of data from IDRISI images (created using procedures

described in Appendix B) and AutoCAD data layers, and combining them to create the

desired analysis. Figure 40 is an example of the final product. Such products and

analyses are valuable tools that, if utilized, could greatly affect the development

and deployment of watershed management policy.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The prototype watershed analysis was designed to supplement the already success-

ful water conservation measures that have been employed by the Cape Verde Watershed

Development Project throughout the project area. The prototype analysis was developed

for the Project to collect hydrophysical and geographic-based information, process

the data, and synthesize a concerted response to erosional phenomena within individu-

al watersheds.

The analysis creates products that are to be used by watershed managers, plan-

ners, and structural engineers that have been trained to recognize the value of the

product as a tool in the decision-making process. Specialized training is needed to

educate planners, designers, and managers on the concept and application of geograph-

ic information systems. The training program should emphasize the practical applica-

tion of GIS technology in Cape Verde. A mixture of in-country training programs, case

studies, and field evaluations, tailored to each group of watershed conservation pro-

fessionals, should be initiated by the Project, with cooperation from appropriate Cape

Verdean government agencies. The training of professionals should stress the flexibil-

ity of the GIS and encourage original applications and customized project responses.

The GIS presently operational at São Felipe in Cape Verde is incomplete and

under-staffed. A single manager-operator was trained in the Fall of 1987 during the

developmental phases of the system. The geographic information system has since been

fully developed and is operational at Oregon State University. However the system has

never been fully implemented in Cape Verde. The GIS manager has had no follow-up
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training that would complete his education of the system's operation, utility, and

potential.

A new training program needs to be developed, based on a comprehensive user's

manual, written in Portuguese and English. The user's manual should include a tutor-

ial section for new users, step-wise procedural chapters, command definition refer-

ence, customization instruction, and a terminology glossary. Training should not only

emphasize practical operation skills but should Stress theoretical concepts such as

the relationship of spatial phenomena and the interpretation of three dimensional and

graphical data. The training sessions should be expanded to train a minimum of two

GIS operators and at least one additional GIS manager. This would allow the present

manager-operator to solicit potential users from cooperating government agencies and

develop new applications for the system. The increased interest in the GIS and con-

tinual training of personnel will ensure the continuity of the system. Periodical

update workshops, presented by visiting USAID scientists, might also benefit the con-

tinuity and applicability of the GIS.

Several notable observations were made concerning the erosion dynamics of Ribeira

da Boca Larga watershed while collecting stream inventory and channel stability data

along the valley floor. During the first convectional rainfall event of the season,

high velocity flow courses over steep valley slopes with minimal biomass, entering

the channel and floodplain. The kinetic energy generated by the flow dislodges and

transports channel vegetation and temporary structures. The prevalence of obstructions

and flow deflectors along the main channel decreases the velocity of the flow and

directs the maximum kinetic energy laterally along the channel. Soil-laden floodplains

and low gradient bank-valley transition slopes are then subjected to increased rates
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of degradation due to lateral cutting. This has occurred many times at locations along

mainstem Boca Larga. Some areas show evidence of fertile stream terraces that have

been all but wiped out by this process.

Solutions to this problem are site specific. In the vicinity of valuable flood-

plains and stream terraces, channel obstructions and flow deflectors should be removed

or modified. If modification or removal are not feasable then man-made flow diversion

structures, such as groins, may be appropriate. Along some reaches, bank protection

structures may be the most effective way to channelize flow while protecting valuable

riparian cropland.

Along much of Boca Larga, the channel bed consists of, at best, coarse sand and

gravel. Many of these areas are furrowed, irrigated, and sowed with crops such as

tobacco, tomatoes, or melons. Regardless of the crop, every area encountered showed

plant distress and near total loss of production. These less than marginal cultivated

areas consume a large volume of irrigation water due to the high porosity of the bed

materials. Extension programs are needed to instruct local farmers on the recognition

of fertile soils and the importance of conserving water resources for developed soils

on floodplains and terraces.
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APPENDIX B

PROCEDURES FOR THE EXCHANGE, DISPLAY, AND ANALYSIS OF

DIGiTAL ELEVATION INFORMATION

BETWEEN THE AutoCAD, SURFER, AND ll)RISI SOFFWARE PACKAGES

SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS:

-AutoCAD Computer Assisted Design and Drafting Package

-SURFER Surface Analysis Package

-IDRISI Geographic Analysis System

-AutoTOOLS Topographic Data Analysis Tools Package

-MS-DOS or PC-DOS Disk Operating System

HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS:

-IBM-PC/AT Compatible microcomputer (80286-based) with a hard

disk (at least 20 megabytes storage) and a math coprocessor

(required for the SRFTOIDR program)

-a digitizer (for data entry)

-a plotter (required only if multi-color output is desired)

STEP 1. Digitize elevation contours or grid array elevations from a map source using

the vector-based AutoCAD computer-aided design and drafting software package:
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AutoCAD Command Sequence -

ACAD

(Start program, enter 1 to create a new drawing, enter drawing name)

TABLET CAL

(Pick control points)

ELEY

(Enter first contour elevation)

PLINE

(Digitize first contour line)

ELEV

(Enter next contour elevation)

PLINE

(Digitize next contour line)

(Continue ELEV and PLINE sequence until digitizing is complete)

SAVE

(Save file)

STEP 2. Create a data (.DAT) file in AutoCAD using the AutoTOOLS module, CADTOSRF:

AutoCAD Command Sequence -

(LOAD "CADTOSRF")

CADTOSRF
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<NOTE : Avoid the above steps by choosing CADTOSRF from the AutoTOOLS tablet menu>

CADTOSRF Command Sequence -

ENTER NEW DATA FILE NAME

(Enter file name)

CHOOSE DATA BY SELECTING OR CHOOSE ALL?

(Enter S or A)

(If "S" was chosen, use any of the normal select methods available to other

AutoCAD commands, such as Window, Crossing, Last, Previous, or others)

STEP 2a.(OPTIONAL) Create a blanking (.BLN) file to blank data either inside or out-

side a border polygon, in AutoCAD using the AutoTOOLS module, CADTOBLN:

AutoCAD Command Sequence (CONTINUED) -

(LOAD "CADTOBLN")

CADTOBLN

<NOTE : Avoid the above steps by choosing CADTOBLN from the AutoTOOLS tablet menu>

CADTOBLN Command Sequence -

ENTER NEW BLANKING FILE NAME

(Enter file name)

CHOOSE BOUNDARY BY SELECTING OR CHOOSE ALL?

(Enter S or A)



(If "S" was chosen, use any of the normal select methods available to other

AutoCAD commands, such as Window, Crossing, Last, Previous, or others)

BLANK DATA INSIDE OR OUTSIDE THE BORDER?

(Enter I or 0)

DO YOU WISH TO PICK ANOTHER BOUNDARY?

(Enter Y or N)

STEP 3. Create a digital elevation model grid (.GRD) file using the raster-based

SURFER surface analysis software package:

SURFER Command Sequence -

GRID

RANDOM

INPUT

XTERNAL

TEXT

ESC

(Enter the name of the data (.DAT) file created using the CADTOSRF module.

Be sure to include the pathname if the file is not in the current directory)

(Press the escape key after the data (.DAT) file has been loaded)

<NOTE : At this point determine the output parameters of the DEM. The only require-

ment is that the OUTPUT GRID FILE TYPE MUST BE ASCII>
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ESC

(Press the escape key after grid (.GRD) file processing is complete. Con-

tinue to press the escape key to exit SURFER)

STEP 3a.(OPTIONAL) Modify the newly created grid (.GRD) file with the blanking (.BLN)

file created using the AutoTOOLS module, CADTOBLN:

SURFER Command Sequence

GRID

MODIFY

BLANK

(Enter grid (.GRD) file name and blanking (.BLN) file name. Be sure to

include the pathname if the files are not in the current directory)

<NOTE : OUTPUT GRID FILE TYPE MUST BE ASCII>

ESC

(Press the escape key after the grid file has been blanked. Continue to

press the escape key to exit SURFER)

STEP 3b.(OPTIONAL) You may now create a three dimensional surface model using the

SURF module in the SURFER software package:
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SURFER Command Sequence -

tIi1

ESC

(Enter .GRD file name. Be sure to include the pathname if the file is not

in the current directory)

(Press the escape key after plot (.PLT) file processing is complete. Con-

tinue to press the escape key until you are out of SURFER completely)

STEP 4. Create an image (.1MG) file from a grid (.GRD) file using the AutoTOOLS pro-

gram, SRFTOIDR:

SRFTOIDR Command Sequence -

SRFTOIDR

(Start program)

ENTER SURFER GRID FILE NAME

(Enter .GRD file name. Be sure to include the path name if the file is not

in the current directory)

<NOTE : When SRFTOIDR has finished data processing information required for the

IDRISI DOCUMENT module is displayed on the screen. This data may be echoed to the

printer by pressing the Shift key and PrtSc key simultaneously, or copied manually>

STEP 5. Create a documentation (.DOC) file for the image file created by the SRFTOIDR

program using the IDRISI module, DOCUMENT:



DOCUMENT Command sequence -

DOCUMENT

(Start program)

ENTER IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter .1MG file name. Be sure to include the pathname if the file is not

in the current directory)

ENTER A TITLE

(Optional)

ENTER DATA TYPE

(Enter .2 for real)

ENTER FILE TYPE.

(Enter 1 for ASCII)

ENTER NUMBER OF ROWS

(Enter # of rows)

ENTER NUMBER OF COLUMNS

(Enter # of columns)

ENTER GROUND WIDTH OF EACH CELL

(Enter cell size)

ENTER GROUND HEIGHT OF EACH CELL

(Enter cell size)

ENTER NUMBER OF LEGEND CATEGORIES

(Enter 0 for none)

I
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STEP 6. Convert the image (.1MG) file type from ASCII to binary using the IDRISI mod-

ule, CONVERT:

CONVERT Command Sequence -

CONVERT

(Start program)

ENTER IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter .1MG file name. Be sure to include the pathname if the file is not

in the current directory)

ENTER NEW DATA TYPE

(Enter 2 for real)

ENTER NEW FILE TYPE

(Enter 2 for binary)

ENTER CONVERTED IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter a file name that begins with the letters "TMP")

STEP 7. Reverse the order of rows of the image (.1MG) file using the IDRISI module,

TRANSPOS:

TRANSPOS Command Sequence -

TRANSPOS

(Start program)

ENTER IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter the name of the file created with the CONVERT module)
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ENTER TRANSPOSED IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter a UNIQUE new file name)

CHOOSE OPTION

(Enter 1 to reverse the order of rows)

ENTER A TITLE

(Optional)

STEP 8. Analyze the transposed digital elevation image (.1MG) file and create slope

gradient and slope aspect image files with the IDRISI module, SURFACE:

SURFACE Command Sequence -

SURFACE

(Start program)

ENTER OPERATION DESIRED

(Enter 3 to determine both slope gradient and aspect)

ENTER DIGITAL ELEVATION IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter the name of the file created with the TRANSPOS module)

ENTER SLOPE GRADIENT IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter a file name that begins with the letters "TMP")

ENTER SLOPE ASPECT IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter a file name that begins with the letters "TMP")

ENTER A TITLE FOR THE GRADIENT IMAGE

(Optional)
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ENTER A TITLE FOR THE ASPECT IMAGE

(Optional)

The slope gradient image created with the SURFACE module is a grid array of

decimal degrees beginning at 0 (flat surface) and ending at 90 (vertical surface).

Any data above this range should be considered erroneous and of no practical use.

The slope aspect image created with the SURFACE module is a grid array of

decimal degrees beginning at -1 (flat surface) and ending at 360 (north facing sur-

face). Standard azimuth designation is from 0 to 360 degrees clockwise from north.

STEP 8a.(OPTIONAL) Analyze the distribution of gradient elements within the slope

gradient image (.1MG) file using the IDRISI module, HISTO:

HISTO Command Sequence -

HISTO

(Start program)

<NOTE : The command HISTO will echo all output to a default parallel or serial print-

er. The optional command, HISTO S. will echo all output to the screen>

ENTER IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter the name of the slope gradient file created with the SURFACE module)

DO YOU WANT DIFFERENT MIN & MAX VALUES

(Enter Y to reset mm and max values)
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ENTER MINIMUM VALUE

(Enter 0 for minimum value)

ENTER MAXIMUM VALUE

(Enter 90 for maximum value)

ENTER DESIRED CLASS WIDTH

(Enter an appropriate class width)

SPECIFY GRAPHIC OR NUMERIC OUTPUT

(Enter N for numeric output)

STEP 9. Create a reclassified image of the raw data in the slope gradient image (.1MG)

file created with the SURFACE module using the IDRISI module, RECLASS:

RECLASS Command Sequence -

RECLASS

(Start program)

ENTER IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter the name of the slope gradient file created with the SURFACE module)

ENTER CLASSIFIED IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter a UNIQUE new file name)

CHOOSE OPTION

(Enter 2 for user-defined classification)

<NOTE : If the reclassified image is to be vectorized and plotted using AutoCAD, then

the maximum number of classes should be limited to the maximum number of plotter
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pens available. For example, the HP-7475A plotter has a six pen carousel, thus a

maximum of seven data classes should be chosen (the "seventh class" refers to the

"0 class", which is never displayed). If the reclassified image is to be vectorized

for display purposes only then the maximum number of classes can be 16 for an EGA

configured system and 256 for a VGA or PGA configured system>

ASSIGN A NEW VALUE

(Enter 0 for the new value)

TO VALUES RANGING FROM

(Enter 0 for the class minimum)

TO VALUES JUST LESS THAN

(Enter 0.1 for the class maximum)

ASSIGN A NEW VALUE

(Enter I for the new value)

TO VALUES RANGING FROM

(Enter 0.1 for the class minimum)

TO VALUES JUST LESS THAN

(Enter an appropriate class width value for the class maximum)

(Continue the assignment sequence until all data has been reclassified)

STEP 9a.(OPTIONAL) Analyze the distribution of aspect elements within the slope as-

pect image (.1MG) file using the IDRISI module, HISTO:
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HISTO Command Sequence -

HISTO

(Start program)

<NOTE : The command HISTO will echo all output to a default parallel or serial print-

er. The optional command, HISTO S, will echo all output to the screen>

ENTER IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter the name of the slope aspect file created with the SURFACE module)

DO YOU WANT DIFFERENT MIN & MAX VALUES

(Enter Y to reset mm and max values)

ENTER MINIMUM VALUE

(Enter -1 for minimum value)

ENTER MAXIMUM VALUE

(Enter 360 for maximum value)

ENTER DESIRED CLASS WIDTH

(Enter an appropriate class width)

SPECIFY GRAPHIC OR NUMERIC OUTPUT

(Enter N for numeric output)

STEP 10. Create a reclassified image of the raw data in the slope aspect image (.1MG)

file created with the SURFACE module using the IDRISI module, RECLASS:
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RECLASS Command Sequence -

RECLASS

(Start program)

ENTER IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter the name of the slope aspect file created with the SURFACE module)

ENTER CLASSIFIED IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter a UNIQUE new file name)

CHOOSE OPTION

(Enter 2 for user-defined classification)

<NOTE : If the reclassified image is to be vectorized and plotted using AutoCAD, then

the maximum number of classes should be limited to the maximum number of plotter

pens available. For example, the HP-7475A plotter has a six pen carousel, thus a

maximum of seven data classes should be chosen (the "seventh class" refers to the

"0 class", which is never displayed). If the reclassified image is to be vectorized

for display purposes only then the maximum number of classes can be 16 for an EGA

configured system and 256 for a VGA or PGA configured system>

ASSIGN A NEW VALUE

(Enter 0 for the new value)

TO VALUES RANGING FROM

(Enter 0 for the class minimum)

TO VALUES JUST LESS THAN

(Enter 0.1 for the class maximum)
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ASSIGN A NEW VALUE

(Enter 1 for the new value)

TO VALUES RANGING FROM

(Enter 0.1 for the class minimum)

TO VALUES JUST LESS THAN

(Enter an appropriate class width value for the class maximum)

(Continue the assignment sequence until all data has been reclassified)

STEP 11. Modify the documentation (.DOC) files for the reclassified slope gradient

and slope aspect image (.1MG) files using the IDRISI module, DOCUMENT (run DOCUMENT

twice):

DOCUMENT Command sequence -

DOCUMENT

(Start program)

ENTER IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter the name of one of the image files created with the RECLASS module)

UPDATE A CATEGORY

(Enter L for Legend Categories)

CATEGORY NUMBER TO UPDATE

(Enter the first category number)

ENTER CATEGORY LABEL

(Enter category description)
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(Continue the labeling sequence until all categories have been described)

STEP 12. Convert the file type from binary to ASCII for the reclassified slope grad-

ient and slope aspect image (.1MG) files using the IDRISI module, CONVERT (run CONVERT

twice):

CONVERT Command Sequence -

CONVERT

(Start program)

ENTER IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter the name of one of the image files created with the RECLASS module)

ENTER NEW DATA TYPE

(Enter I for integer)

ENTER NEW FILE TYPE

(Enter 1 for ASCII)

ENTER CONVERTED IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter the same file name as entered above)

STEP 13. Convert a raster-based image (.1MG) file to a vector-based drawing in

AutoCAD using the AutoTOOLS module, IDRTOCAD:
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AutoCAD Command Sequence -

ACAD

(Start program, enter 1 to create a new drawing, enter drawing name)

(LOAD "IDRTOCAD")

IDRTOCAD

<NOTE: Avoid the above steps by choosing IDRTOCAD from the AutoTOOLS tablet menu>

IDRTOCAD Command Sequence -

ENTER IDRISI IMAGE FILE NAME

(Enter the name of one of the image files modified using the CONVERT module)

ENTER LAYER NAME FOR IMAGE

(Enter a new layer name)

STEP 13a.(OPTIONAL) Measure the cumulative area of entities of the same color by win-

dowing or selecting, using the AutoTOOLS module, RASTAREA:

AutoCAD Command Sequence -

(LOAD "RASTAREA")

RASTAREA

<NOTE : Avoid the above steps by choosing RASTAREA from the AutoTOOLS tablet menu>
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RASTAREA Command Sequence -

ENTER THE IDRISI IMAGE NAME

(Enter the name of the image file that was vectorized using the IDRTOCAD

module)

ENTER COLOR NUMBER TO SEARCH FOR

(Enter the classification category number for area search)

SEARCH BY WINDOW?

(Enter Y or N)

(If "N" was chosen, use any of the normal select methods available to other

AutoCAD commands, such as Window, Crossing, Last, Previous, or others)

(If "Y" was chosen, enter window corners. A black box is then drawn around the

search area)

STEP 14. Output the drawing to a plotter using AutoCAD:

AutoCAD Command Sequence -

ZOOM EXTENTS

(Display entire drawing)

PLOT WINDOW

(Plot area selected by windowing)

(Continue PLOT command sequence. Adjust plot colors, orientation, and plot size

as desired)
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After a raster image file has undergone vectorization it becomes an AutoCAD

vector-based drawing. The drawing is then subject to all the input, output, and edit-

ing capabilities of the AutoCAD computer-assisted drawing package. Examples of edit-

ing options include adding titles, legends, grid coordinate systems, importing block

drawings of stream networks, land classification systems, point locational data, and

so on.
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APPENDiX C

AutoTOOLS

GEOGRAPHIC DATA ANALYSTS FUNC11ONS

AVAILABLE IN AutoCAD

The following are short descriptions of the purpose and capabilities of each

AutoTOOLS .topographic data analysis function:

Program : CADTOBLN

Version : 1.0

Purpose : To output vector entity data (that consists of x, y, and z coordinates)

to an ASCII, SURFER blanking (.BLN) file format.

Operation : CADTOBLN processes PLINE and LINE AutoCAD entities used to define

blank areas on a contour or three-dimensional surface map in SURFER.

An example of CADTOBLN's operation can be found in Appendix B.

Notes : CADTOBLN is an AutoLISP program module. AutoLISP is a subset of the

LISP programming language.
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Program : CADTOIDR

Version : 2.0

Purpose : To output vector entity data (that consists of x, y, and z coordinates)

to an ASCII, IDRISI (Version 3.0 format) vector (.VEC) file.

Operation CADTOIDR processes PLINE, POINT, and LINE AutoCAD entity types.

If your data are

POLYGONS, they must be PLINE entities

POINTS, they can be POINT or LINE entities

CONTOURS, they must be PLINE entities

LINES, they must be PLINE entities

An example of CADTOIDR's operation follows the program descriptions.

Notes : CADTOIDR is an AutoLISP program module. AutoLISP is a subset of the

language. Information on the original vector coordi-

nates of your data will be stored in a file with an .INF extension for

use in a raster to vector conversion process performed by the AutoTOOLS

module, IDRTOCAD. IDRTOCAD vectorizes raster IDRISI images and

displays them in AutoCAD for editing, text labeling, and output.

The .INF file has the same filename as the .VEC file.

Program : CADTOSRF

Version : 1.0

Purpose : To output vector entity data (that consists of x, y, and z coordinates)

to an ASCII, SURFER data (.DAT) file format.
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Operation CADTOSRF processes PLINE, POINT, and LINE AutoCAD entities used

to create contour or three-dimensional maps in SURFER. An example of

CADTOSRF's operation can be found in Appendix B.

Notes : CADTOSRF is an AutoLISP program module. AutoLISP is a subset of the

LISP programming language. Information on the original vector coordi-

nates of your data will be stored in a file with an .INF extension for

use in a raster to vector conversion process performed by the AutoTOOLS

module, IDRTOCAD. IDRTOCAD vectorizes raster IDRISI images and

displays them in AutoCAD for editing, text labeling, and output. The

.INF file has the same filename as the .DAT file.

Program : CODE

Version 1.0

Purpose : To encode vector entity data (that consists of x and y coordinates)

with a z coordinate and a fourth variable referred to as the t coordinate.

This transforms simple xy locational data into complex topologic data;

each entity node retaining four assignable variables.

Operation : CODE prepares entity data for the topographic data analysis functions

PROFILE, TOPOGRAF, or REPORT. An example of CODE's operation

follows the program descriptions.

Notes : CODE is an AutoLISP program module. AutoLISP is a subset of the LISP

programming language.
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Program : IDRTOCAD

Version 1.0

Purpose : To import raster data from an ASCII, IDRISI image (.1MG) file and display

the image as a vector drawing in AutoCAD.

Operation : IDRTOCAD vectorizes raster IDRISI image data using coordinate reference

information supplied by the .INF file created when running CADTOSRF,

SRFTOIDR, or CADTOIDR. The product is a vector drawing that can be

edited, labeled, and output. IDRTOCAD will also display a legend if

the user has provided legend categories in the IDRISI .DOC file. An

example of IDRTOCAD's operation can be found in Appendix B.

Notes : IDRTOCAD is an AutoLISP program module. AutoLISP is a subset of the

LISP programming language. IDRTOCAD requires that the .INF and .DOC

files with the same filename as the image (.1MG) file being

be present in the same directory as the IDRTOCAD module.

Program PROFILE

Version : 1.0

Purpose : To create a topographic profile graph.

Operation : PROFILE has a data selection sub-routine that allows the user to choose

profile locations and encode those locations (nodes) with an elevation

(z coordinate). After selection the program processes the data and

creates the profile graph. PROFILE will also display the y to x axis

exaggeration ratio below the new graph. An example of PROFILE's opera-

tion follows the program descriptions.



Notes : PROFILE is an AutoLISP program module. AutoLISP is a subset of the

LISP programming language. PROFILE also has the option of creating a

report of the processed profile data using the REPORT module immediately

following the PROFILE module. REPORT creates an ASCII file with a

RPT extension.

Program : RASTAREA

Version : 1.0

Purpose : To calculate the true ground area of any selected group of entities of a

specific color in a vectorized drawing (a drawing composed of entities

created with the IDRTOCAD module).

Operation : RASTAREA requires the color number to search for and allows the user to

place a black window around the search area. The program displays total

area figures in square meters, hectares, and square kilometers. An

example of RASTAREA's operation can be found in Appendix B.

Notes : RASTAREA is an AutoLISP program module. AutoLISP is a subset of the

LISP programming language. RASTAREA requires that the .INF file and

the IDRISI .DOC (documentation) file for the vectorized IDRISI image

be present in the directory that contains all AutoLISP program modules.

Program : REPORT

Version : 1.0

Purpose : To create an ASCII file of data extracted from any group of AutoCAD

entities (PLINE, POINT, LINE).
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Operation : REPORT accepts a previously selected data set or allows the selection of

a new data set. REPORT will calculate the mean or sum of any variable

(x, y, z, or t) in a processed selection set. An example of REPORT's

operation follows the program descriptions.

Notes : REPORT is an AutoLISP program module. AutoLISP is a subset of the LISP

programming language. The AutoLISP program modules, TOPOGRAF and

PROFILE can provide previously selected entity sets for processing by

REPORT. The programs also automatically load the REPORT module.

Program : SRFTOIDR

Version : 1.0

Purpose : To output raster data (x, y, and z coordinates) from a SURFER grid

(.GRD) file format to an ASCII, IDRISI image (.1MG) file format.

Operation : SRFTOIDR creates two files from a SURFER grid (.GRD) file: an ASCII

image (.1MG) file, and an ASCII .INF file. At the conclusion of

SRFTOIDR's processing, a table of information is displayed on the

screen. The table provides information required for processing by the

IDRISI module, DOCUMENT. The table can be copied manually or

dumped to a printer using the Shift-PrtSc key sequence. An example of

SRFTOIDR's operation can be found in Appendix B.

Notes : SRFTOIDR is a TurboPascal program module. Information on the original

vector coordinates of your data will be stored in a file with an .INF

extension for use in a raster to vector conversion process performed by

the AutoTOOLS module, IDRTOCAD. IDRTOCAD vectorizes raster IDRISI
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images and displays them in AutoCAD for editing, text labeling, and out-

put. The .INF file has the same filename as the .GRD file. SRFTOIDR

requires that your computer hardware include a math coprocessor.

Program : TOPOGRAF

Version : 1.0

Purpose : To create a bar graph or hypsometry graph from vector entity data encoded

with the AutoLISP module, CODE.

Operation : TOPOGRAF creates a bar graph of the total area of each group of closed

PLINE entities that have the same elevation (z) coordinate. The thickness

(t) coordinate stores the area of each polygon. The thickness coordinates

of all polygons having the same elevation coordinate are totalled and a

bar is created on-screen. The user also has the option of creating bars

indicating the percentage of total area of a larger geographic unit (such

as a watershed). TOPOGRAF will also create a hypsometric line graph from

area-altitude data that has been prepared using the CODE module. An exam-

ple of TOPOGRAF's operation follows the program descriptions.

Notes : TOPOGRAF is an AutoLISP program module. AutoLISP is a subset of the

LISP programming language. TOPOGRAF also has the option of creating a

report of the processed profile data using the REPORT module immediately

following the TOPOGRAF module. REPORT creates an ASCII file with

a .RPT extension.
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EXAMPLES

1. Digitize soils polygons from a map source using the vector-based AutoCAD

computer-aided design and drafting software package

Aut0CAD Command Sequence -

ACAD

(Start program, enter 1 to create a new drawing, enter drawing name)

TABLET CAL

(Pick control points)

ELEY

(Enter first elevation or topologic identifier)

PLINE

(Digitize like polygons)

ELEV

(Enter next elevation or topologic identifier)

PLINE

(Digitize like polygons)

(Continue ELEY and PLINE sequence until digitizing is complete)

SAVE

(Save file)
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(LOAD "CADTOIDR")

CADTOIDR

<NOTE: Avoid the above two steps by choosing CADTOIDR from the AutoTOOLS

tablet menu>

CADTOIDR Command Sequence -

ENTER NEW VECTOR FILE NAME

(Enter file name)

CHOOSE DATA BY (W)INDOW OR CHOOSE (A)LL?

(Enter W or A)

<After selection of data CADTOIDR calculates the number of rows and columns for

your new image and displays the raw data on the screen as follows:

Unadjusted number of ROWS :XX.xx

Unadjusted number of COLS :XX.xx>

DO YOU WISH TO RE-GRID YOUR DATA?

(Enter Y or N)

(It is strongly recommended that you re-grid your data if you are using a
real coordinate system. The original data coordinates will not be lost.

Coordinate information will be stored in a file with an .INF extension for

use in a raster to vector conversion process performed by the AutoTOOLS

module, IDRTOCAD. IDRTOCAD vectorizes raster IDRISI images and



displays them in AutoCAD for editing, text labeling, and output.)

MULTIPLY COORDINATES BY WHAT FACTOR?

(Enter a real or integer number)

(This allows the user to control the resolution of the new IDRISI image.

The higher the multiplicative factor, the higher the image resolution will

be.)

ARE DATA (P)OLYGONS, POINT(S), (C)ONTOURS, OR (L)INES?

(Enter P)

(If data are POLYGONS, they must be PLINE entities)

<When processing is complete CADTOIDR calculates the rows and columns in the data

set and displays them as follows

ROWS in data set: XX

COLS in data set: XX

This data should be recorded for use during the image documentation phase of IDRISI

image processing.>

2. Create a quantitative bar graph of any group of topographic data, indicating the

total area of each category within the entity selection set

EXAMPLE - You have just digitized a soils map. Now you would like to know the

cumulative area of each soil type and display their relationship.
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AutoCAD Command Sequence -

(LOAD "CODE")

CODE

<NOTE: Avoid the above steps by choosing CODE from the AutoTOOLS tablet menu>

CODE Command Sequence -

ASSIGN AREA TO AN ENTITY?

(Enter Y)

CHANGE ELEVATION TOO?

(Enter Y)

SELECT ENTITY FOR AREA ASSIGNMENT

(Select a soils unit polygon- a closed PLINE)

ENTER ELEVATION ATTRIBUTE

(Enter soils unit code)

DO YOU WISH TO CODE MORE DATA?

(Enter Y)

(Continue encoding soils polygons until finished)

AutoCAD Command Sequence -

(LOAD "TOPOGRAF')

TOPOGRAF
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<NOTE : Avoid the above steps by choosing TOPOGRAF from the AutoTOOLS tablet

menu>

TOPOGRAF Command Sequence -

GENERATE A REPORT?

(Enter N)

CREATE A HYPSOMETRIC GRAPH?

(Enter N)

NAME THE LAYER FOR THE GRAPH

(Enter a new layer name)

DISPLAY % OF TOTAL AREA?

(Enter Y)

(Bars depicting the percent of total area of each soils unit will be dis-

played)

ENTER TITLE FOR % OF TOTAL AREA AXIS

(Enter title)

ENTER TITLE FOR AREA AXIS

(Enter title)

ENTER TITLE FOR CATEGORY AXIS

(Enter title)

LARGEST POLYGON = TOTAL AREA?

(Enter Y or N)

TOTAL OF ALL POLYGONS = TOTAL AREA?

(Enter Y or N)
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ENTER TOTAL AREA

(If "N" was entered above, then enter area)

ENTER GRAPH TITLE

(Enter graph title)

ADJUST YOUR AREA TOTALS?

(Enter Y or N)

SELECT ENTITIES

(Choose data using any of the normal select methods available to other

AutoCAD commands)

3. Create a data report from the soils polygons you encoded in Example #2.

AutoCAD Command Sequence -

(LOAD "TOPOGRAF')

TOPOGRAF

<NOTE: Avoid the above steps by choosing TOPOGRAF from the AutoTOOLS tablet

menu>

TOPOGRAF Command Sequence -

GENERATE A REPORT?

(Enter Y)

LARGEST POLYGON = TOTAL AREA?

(Enter Y or N)
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TOTAL OF ALL POLYGONS = TOTAL AREA?

(Enter Y or N)

ENTER TOTAL AREA

(If "N" was entered above, then enter area)

ENTER GRAPH TITLE

(Enter report title)

DATA INCLUDES MIN AND MAX ELEVATIONS?

(Enter Y)

DO YOU HAVE HYPSOMETRY DATA?

(Enter N)

ADJUST YOUR AREA TOTALS?

(Enter Y or N)

SELECT ENTITIES

(Choose data using any of the normal select methods available to other

AutoCAD commands)

ENTER TITLE FOR CATEGORIES

(Enter a title for the "soils" axis)

AutoCAD Command Sequence -

REPORT

REPORT Command Sequence -

ENTER NEW REPORT FILE NAME

(Enter new filename)
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HAVE YOU SELECTED A DATA SET?

(Enter Y)

HAVE YOU ENTERED A REPORT TITLE?

(Enter Y)

HAVE YOU ENTERED VARIABLE TITLES?

(Enter Y)

MEAN OR SUM OF ANY VARIABLE?

(Enter Y)

(M)EAN OR (S)UM OF X?

(Enter M or 5)

(M)EAN OR (S)UM OF Y?

(Enter M or S)

(M)EAN OR (S)UM OF

(Enter M or S)

(M)EAN OR (S)UM OF THICKNESS?

(Enter M or S)

<REPORT will display the new report on-screen, page by page at the user's prompt>

4. Create a topographic cross section profile of a river valley (you have already

digitized elevation contours into Aut0CAD).

AutoCAD Command Sequence -

(LOAD "PROFILE")

PROFILE
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<NOTE: Avoid the above steps by choosing PROFILE from the AutoTOOLS tablet

menu>

PROFILE Command Sequence -

HAVE YOU ALREADY ENTERED DATA?

(Enter N)

ENTER DATA LAYER NAME

(Enter a new layer name)

ARE YOU SELECTING CONTOURS?

(Enter Y)

<NOTE: Contours must have been previously encoded with their respective elevation>

SELECT CONTOUR LINE

(Select first point on a contour line)

FINISHED?

(Enter N)

SELECT CONTOUR LINE

(Select next point on a contour line)

FINISHED?

(Enter N)

(Continue selection process until finished)
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SELECT ENTITIES

(Choose elevation points, just created, using any of the normal select

methods available to other AutoCAD commands)

GENERATE A REPORT?

(Enter N)

ANNOTATE YOUR DATA POINTS?

(Enter Y or N)

(If you entered "Y", PROFILE will create a filled circle at the data location

on the profile graph)

TITLE FOR X AXIS.(DISTANCE)

(Enter axis title)

TITLE FOR Y AXIS (ELEVATION)

(Enter axis title)

ENTER PROFILE TITLE

(Enter profile graph title)

ENTER PROFILE LAYER NAME

(Enter new layer name)

Graphs created with the AutoTOOLS modules, TOPOGRAF and PROFILE, can

be output on a pen plotter or can be printed on a laser printer at 300 dots-per-inch

resolution. Print copies can be generated by AutoCAD with the PRPLOT command.

However, AutoCAD allows limited drawing sizes at 300 dpi. on most laser printers

(laser emulation must be Hewlett-Packard). A better alternative, at present, is to

PLOT a graph to a plot file (.PLT extension), leave AutoCAD, enter WordPerfect
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(Version 5.0), create a User-Defined Box, import the plot (.PLT) file, rotate or scale

the graph, and print the graph to any of the many laser printers WordPerfect

supports.
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APPENDIX D

CLIMATOLOGICAL STATISTICS

Table D-1. Interpolated annual precipitation range for the period
1978-1986 for Ribeira da Boca Larga basin.

Year Annual Minimum Annual Maximum Annual Mean

1978 220 mm. 480 mm. 350 mm.
1979 200 mm. 320 mm. 260 mm.
1980 140 mm. 440 mm. 290 mm.
1981 80 mm. 240 mm. 160 mm.
1982 180 mm. 320 mm. 250 mm.
1983 160 mm. 240 mm. 200 mm.
1984 320 mm. 480 mm. 400 mm.
1985 200 mm. 280 mm. 240 mm.
1986 320 mm. 660 mm. 490 mm.

Mean 202.2 mm. 384.44 mm. 293.33 mm.
(7.886 in.) (14.993 in.) (11.440 in.)
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Table D-2. Annual precipitation data (in mm.) for the period 1978-1986 from total
rainfall stations in the vicinity of Ribeira da Boca Larga basin.

ANNUAL PRECIPITATION DATA TABLE

NAME STA. 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

São Jorge
12 440.9 304.9 476.3 223.7 320.5 256.1 549.0 312.3 720.8

Santa Cruz
14 308.3 000.0 360.3 124.4 212.2 267.3 341.6 144.0 408.1

Achada Fatima
49 196.2 147.8 257.0 93.00 15.50 164.0 136.8 130.0 216.6

Lem Pereira
50 309.6 186.0 206.6 58.20 214.7 311.9 363.0 260.8 390.7

Pinga Mel
51 383.7 117.5 105.9 91.70 218.1 345.6 419.7 108.1 528.2

Torril da Boavent.
52 371.4 177.1 148.8 153.3 149.3 322.4 389.8 124.0 430.9

Rebelo Abaixo
59 000.0 000.0

Montanha Nhagar
60 354.0 198.0 45.00 160.0 268.3 216.0 297.0 217.8 453.8

Montanha Banana
61 119.1 362.1 000.0 65.60 236.8 127.0 537.8 294.5 542.5

Ribeirão Moura
62 268.2 160.9 000.0 99.40 232.3 263.6 388.6 141.4 290.5

Poilão
63 291.4 238.2 000.0 63.10 195.5 238.1 492.7 197.1 579.4

Levada Born Pau
64 286.7 357.4 275.2 74.80 208.5 214.1 452.3 188.0 576.4

Serrado

66 291.2 253.6 241.7 125.4 230.7 83.50 506.9 193.9 403.3
Ribeirinha

70 000.0 341.0 124.0 145.4 217.2 195.9 463.4 205.4 466.4
Ponte Ferro

74 285.1 369.3 78.40 137.3 227.5 183.2 511.8 164.7 530.0
João Goto

75 480.2 178.0 767.6 000.0 213.6 217.1 141.8 191.4 1024
Achadinha

91 000.0 000.0 000.0 000.0 100.5 134.0 115.5 38.00 16.00
Chao Formosa

92 000.0 000.0 18.80 227.2 221.3 340.3 305.0 125.1 000.0



Table D-2. (continued)

NAME STA. 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986

Babosa (Picos)

Alto Casanaia

Curral Veiho

Varzea de Sant.

96 569.5 435.1 380.7 395.4 385.5 271.4 548.3 316.1 498.3

97 000.0 362.5 516.1 116.0 332.5 258.8 306.5 285.6 646.0

98 391.2 342.6 119.9 285.2 254.8 250.4 388.6 351.9 578.0

105 472.4 372.8 405.6 222.5 304.7 241.2 515.3 189.3 764.1
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Table D-3. Precipitation and temperature statistics from São Jorge
meteorological station for the period 1941-1986.

The following data is from the São Jorge meteorological station,
located 3.5 kilometers south of the upper reaches of the Boca Larga
watershed, at an elevation of 350 meters.

Average annual precipitation
565.80 mm (22.28 in)

Annual standard deviation
329.90 mm (12.99 in)

Maximum annual precipitation
1309.0 mm (51.54 in)

Minimum annual precipitation
44.100 mm (1.736 in)

Maximum 24-hour precipitation
534.50 mm (21.04 in)

Mean Monthly Precipitation and Temperature

January
6.500 mm (0.256 in) 18.60°C (65.48°F)

February
3.600 mm (0.142 in) 19.50°C (67.10°F)

March
0.400 mm (0.016 in) 19.90°C (67.82°F)

April
0.100 mm (0.004 in) 19.90°C (67.82°F)

May
0.100 mm (0.004 in) 21.00°C (69.80°F)

June
0.900 mm (0.035 in) 21.25°C (70.25°F)

July

31.80 mm (1.252 in) 21.50°C (70.70°F)
August

132.0 mm (5.197 in) 21.90°C (71.42°F)
September

207.0 mm (8.150 in) 22.50°C (72.50°F)
October

116.0 mm (4.567 in) 22.00°C (71.60°F)
November

49.50 mm (1.949 in) 21.05°C (69.89°F)
December

17.30 mm (0.681 in) 19.65°C (67.37°F)
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Table D-3. (continued)

Year Max Event Mean/month Rain days Total Annual

41 17.30 mm 4.70 mm 15 70.30 mm
42 184.0 mm 20.1 mm 45 905.0 mm
43 96.50 mm 14.8 mm 69 1019 mm
44 98.20 mm 11.6 mm 56 651.4 mm
45 102.2 mm 11.5 mm 56 646.3 mm
46 50.00 mm 6.30 mm 31 195.4 mm
47 30.00 mm 4.80 mm 29 139.8 mm
48 36.40 mm 6.30 mm 43 270.9 mm
49 90.00 mm 16.4 mm 47 772.9 mm
50 136.0 mm 12.5 mm 63 784.9 mm
51 534.5 mm 21.5 mm 61 1309 mm
52 142.8 mm 19.4 mm 62 1202 mm
53 180.0 mm 20.8 mm 55 1146 mm
54 127.0mm 13.8mm 59 811.9mm
55 281.8 mm 15.0 mm 58 871.6 mm
56 86.60 mm 10.6 mm 53 561.1 mm
57 177.2 mm 19.1 mm 68 1298 mm
58 120.0 mm 12.3 mm 51 626.0 mm
59 52.50 mm 10.1 mm 34 342.7 mm
60 86.50 mm 10.6 mm 47 496.7 mm
61 105.0 mm 13.1 mm 42 549.3 mm
62 73.00 mm 9.30 mm 50 464.9 mm
63 97.80 mm 11.9 mm 51 608.7 mm
64 77.50 mm 9.10 mm 47 426.8 mm
65 73.00 mm 18.6 mm 46 855.6 mm
66 188.0 mm 29.2 mm 32 934.8 mm
67 120.0 mm 19.5 mm 51 992.5 mm
68 65.00 mm 16.5 mm 22 364.0 mm
69 77.50 mm 10.1 mm 39 395.1 mm
70 33.50 mm 5.90 mm 37 217.9 mm
71 135.5 mm 10.9 mm 39 424.8 mm
72 6.000 mm 1.70 mm 27 45.50 mm
73 54.40 mm 11.3 mm 23 258.9 mm
74 91.50 mm 14.8 mm 28 413.9 mm
75 134.3 mm 17.2 mm 35 600.4 mm
76 250.5 mm 25.1 mm 28 702.5 mm
77 14.70mm. 3.10mm 14 44.10mm
78 79.00 mm 19.2 mm 23 440.9 mm
79 107.8 mm 20.3 mm 15 304.9 mm
80 119.0 mm 7.70 mm 62 476.3 mm
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Table D-3. (continued)

Year Max Event Mean/month Rain days Total Annual

81 35.40 mm 5.50 mm 41 223.7 mm
82 84.70 mm 7.80 mm 41 320.5 mm
83 141.6 mm 6.60 mm 39 256.1 mm
84 284.0 mm 9.10 mm 60 549.0 mm
85 51.00 mm 4.10 mm 77 312.3 mm
86 86.80 mm 12.6 mm 57 720.8 mm

Mean 113.4 mm 12.66 mm 44.09 565.8 mm
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APPENDIX E

GENERAL WATERSHED DATA

Table E-1. General watershed data.

RIBEIRA DA BOCA LARGA WATERSHED
GENERAL DATA TABLE

Area of Santiago Island:
99066.7 ha 990.7 sq.km

Area of Boca Larga Watershed :
636.590 ha 6.366 sq.km

Area of Boca Larga/Area of Santiago :
0.643 %

Watershed Location (Center of Basin) :
15° 05' 45" North latitude
23° 35' 00" West longitude

Total length of streams
68.28 km

Total basin area :
6.366 sq.km

Drainage Density (TotalLength/TotalArea) :
10.73 km/sq.km

Mean Basin Elevation :
383.5 meters

Hypsometric Integral :
0.391

Basin Population (estimate) :
1428

Population Density (estimate) :
224.3 per km



Table E-1. (continued)

Stream Orders 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Total

No. of Streams
278.0 59.00 6.000 2.000 1.000 346.0

Stream Lgth (km)
46.09 11.90 4.776 2.095 3.425 68.28

Mean Lgth (km)
0.166 0.202 0.796 1.048 3.425 0.197

Bifurcation Ratio
4.712 9.833 3.000 2.000

LAND USE

Irrigated Agriculture :

25.40 ha 0.254 sq.km 3.998 %
- with active Banquetas:

2.700 ha 0.027 sq.km 0.424 %
- with inactive Banquetas

0.000 ha 0.000 sq.km 0.000 %
Non-Irrigated Agriculture :

611.2 ha 6.112 sq.km 96.01 %
- with active Banquetas :

5.162 ha 0.052 sq.km 0.811 %
- with inactive Banquetas:

39.41 ha 0.394 sq.km 6.191 %
Non-Agricultural Land:

0.000 ha 0.000 sq.km 0.000 %

SLOPE GRADIENT

A 0°5° (0-11 1%)

B : 5°-12° (11.1-26.7%)

C: 12°-20° (26.7-44.4%)

D: 20°-35° (44.4-77.8%)

0.000 ha 0.000 sq.km 0.000 %

10.69 ha 0.107 sq.km 1.679 %

75.96 ha 0.760 sq.km 11.93 %

519.5 ha 5.195 sq.km 81.61 %
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Table E-1. (continued)

E: 35°-55° (77.8-122.2%)
30.42 ha 0.304 sq.km 4.779 %

F: Over 550 (>122.2%)
0.000 ha 0.000 sq.km 0.000 %

SLOPE ASPECT

O°-90° (N,NE facing):
243.6 ha

90018O0 (S,E,SE facing):
246.5 ha

1800_3600 (NW,W,SW facing)
146.5 ha

2.436 sq.km

2.465 sq.km

1.465 sq.km

38.26 %

38.71 %

23.02 %

SOILS

Unit 2 (x-F composite):
16.74 ha 0.167 sq.km 2.630 %

Unit 15 (L-x composite):
77.28 ha 0.773 sq.km 12.14 %

Unit 17 (w-L composite):
34.82 ha 0.348 sq.km 5.470 %

Unit 18 (w-L-G composite):
54.96 ha 0.550 sq.km 8.634 %

Unit 20 (G-w-L composite):1106
ha 1.106 sq.km 17.37 %

Unit 21 (G-o-w composite):
225.7 ha 2.257 sq.km 35.45 %

Unit 30 (Q-X composite):
35.67 ha 0.357 sq.km 5.603 %

Unit 31 (Q-N-X composite):1463
ha 0.146 sq.km 2.298 %

Unit 32 (N-Q composite):
21.29 ha 0.213 sq.km 3.344 %

Unit 33 (M-N composite):
34.25 ha 0.343 sq.km 5.380 %

Unit 36 (N-S composite):
2.220 ha 0.022 sq.km 0.349 %



Table E-1. (continued)

Unit 37 (S-Y composite)

Unit 44 (Tx-Ix composite)
0.490 ha 0.005 sq.km 0.077 %

9.390 ha 0.094 sq.km 1.475 %
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APPENDIX F

DESCRIPTIONS OF SOILS SERIES

OCCUR1NG IN RIBEIRA DA BOCA LARGA BASiN

Series F - loamy, mixed, very shallow, light-colored, excessively drained. Form-

ed from consolidated tuffaceous rocks on steep upper slopes. Slow permeability, low

water-holding capacity, moderately low erodibility. Map unit 2.

Series G - clayey-skeletal, moderately deep, dark color, well-drained with very

stoney or cobbley clay loam surface horizon and stoney clay. Formed from colluvium,

mainly from basalt on lower slopes. Very slow permeability, medium water-holding

capacity, moderately low erodibility. Map units 18, 20, 21.

Series Ix - fine textured, mixed, deep, moderately dark color, well drained.

Formed in mixed colluvium and slope wash derived from tuffaceous bedrock and basalt

on foot slopes and concave lower slopes on the lower elevations of the watershed under

low precipitation conditions. Moderately slow infiltration, slow permeability rate,

high water-holding capacity, low erodibility. Map unit 44.

Series L - clayey-skeletal, very shallow, moderately dark color, excessively

drained, stony, very gravelly clay loam to clay texture. Formed over basalt on steep

slopes and narrow ridges. Slow permeability, moderately slow infiltration, low water-

holding capacity, moderate erodibility. Map units 15, 18, 20.
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Series M - fine, mixed, moderately deep, moderately dark color, well-drained,

stoney and cobbley clay texture. Formed in mixed colluvium or slope wash derived from

basalt and tuffaceous rock on foot slopes and concave slopes, under low precipitation

conditions, along the lower reaches of the watershed. Slow permeability, slow infil-

tration, moderate water-holding capacity, moderate erodibility. Map unit 33.

Series N - clayey-skeletal, mixed, shallow, moderately dark color, excessively

drained, stoney clay loam to clay surface horizon. Underlain by hard, fractured basalt

on steep slopes and narrow ridges, under low precipitation conditions, in the lower

part of the watershed. Very slow permeability, moderately slow infiltration, low

water-holding capacity,, moderately low erodibility. Map units 31, 32, 33, 36.

Series 0 - clayey-skeletal, mixed, deep, dark color, well drained, with stoney

clay loam surface horizon. Formed in colluvium mainly from basalt in concave lower

slope positions. Very slow permeability, slow infiltration, high water-holding capa-

city, moderately low erodibility. Map unit 21.

Series Q - loamy-skeletal, mixed, very shallow, light color, excessively drained,

very stoney loam or clay loam soils underlain by basalt or hard tuffaceous bedrock on

steep slopes and narrow ridge tops in the lower part of the watershed under low pre-

cipitation conditions. Very slow permeability, moderate infiltration rate, very low

water-holding capacity, moderately low erodibility. Map units 30, 31, 32.

Series S - fine, mixed, moderately deep, reddish color, well-drained soils formed

from basalt on achadas and broad ridgetops in the lower part of the watershed under

low precipitation conditions. Slow permeability, moderately slow intake rates, moder-

ately high water-holding capacity, moderately low erodibility. Map units 36, 37.
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Series Tx - clayey-skeletal, mixed, deep, dark colored, well drained. Formed on

stream terrace remnants in the lower part of the watershed under low precipitation

conditions. Slow permeability, moderately slow infiltration rate, moderately high

water-holding capacity, moderately low erodibility. Map unit 44.

Series W - clayey-skeletal, mixed, shallow over hard basalt, moderately dark

color. Formed on steep upper slopes, and convex slope positions on ridges and achadas.

Very slow permeability, moderately slow infiltration, low water-holding capacity,

moderately low erodibility. Map units 17, 18, 20, 21.

Series X - rock outcrop on steep, very steep, nearly barren portions of land-

scape. Hard bedrock, mainly basalt, but includes areas of tuff breccia or tuffaceous

mud flaws that may be partly weathered and quite soft. Most prevalent on precipitous

mountain ridges, peaks, and very steep, convex upper slopes below basalt achadas. May

be canyon-like portions of river sidewalls, occasionally extending to the

stream channel itself. Map units 2, 15, 30, 31.

Series Y - fine, mixed, deep, or very deep, reddish color, well-drained, under-

lain by weathered basalt. Occurs on gently sloping portions of broad achadas at low

elevations under low precipitation conditions. Slow permeability, moderately slow

infiltration, high water-holding capacity, moderately low erodibility. Map unit 37.
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APPENDIX G

STREAM REACH INVENTORY AND CHANNEL STABILITY DATA

FOR RIBEIRA DA BOCA LARGA WATERSHED

Table G- 1. Stream Reach Inventory and Channel Stability Evaluation data
for Ribeira da Boca Larga basin.

RIBEIRA DA BOCA LARGA WATERSHED
STREAM REACH INVENTORY

RATING KEY

Excellent Good Fair Poor
1.00 to 1.50 1.51 to 2.50 2.51 to 3.50 3.51 to 4.00

HYDROPHYSICAL CROSS SECTIONS
CHARACTERISTIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

VALLEY SIDE CHARACTERISTICS

Valley Side Slope:
4 4 4 4 3 4 4 4

Mass Wasting
2 2 4 4 3 3 3 4

Valley Vegetation:
3 3 3 2 3 3 3 3

Mean : 3.0 3.0 3.7 3.3 3.0 3.3 3.3 3.7
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Table G-1. (continued)

HYDROPHYSICAL CROSS SECTIONS
CHARACTERISTIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CHANNEL CHARACTERISTICS

Channel Capacity
4 4 3 1 4 4 2 2

Transport Competence
2 3 4 4 4 3 4 4

Flow Deflection
2 2 4 4 2 4 3 3

Mean : 2.7 3.0 3.7 3.0 3.3 3.7 3.0 3.0

LOWER BANK CHARACTERISTICS

Bank Cutting
2 1 1 1 3 2 2 2

Deposition
2 3 3 3 4 3 3 3

Mean : 2.0 2.0 2.0 2.0 3.5 2.5 2.5 2.5

STREAM BED CHARACTERISTICS

Rock Angularity
3 3 1 1 3 3 1 1

Corrasion
2 2 4 4 3 3 2 3

Bed Consolidation
2 3 4 4 3 2 2 2

Bedload Diam. Class:
2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

Scour & Deposition
2 3 3 3 4 3 3 3
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Table G- 1. (continued)

HYDROPHYSICAL CROSS SECTIONS
CHARACTERISTIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

STREAM BED CHARACTERISTICS

Mean : 2.2 2.8 3.0 3.0 3.2 2.8 2.2 2.4

LAND USE CHARACTERISTICS

Row & Hill Crops
3 3 2 1 2 3 4 4

Orchards & Trees
2 3 2 2 2 4 4 4

Grazing
3 3 3 1 3 3 4 3

Mean : 2.7 3.0 2.3 1.3 2.3 3.3 4.Q 3.7

OVERALL RATING

Total Average 2.5 2.8 3.0 2.6 3.1 3.1 2.9 3.0

CHECK DAMS (if present)

Height
2

Anchoring
2

Construction Type
3

Spiliway Location
2

Retention Pool
2
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Table G-1. (continued)

HYDROPHYSICAL CROSS SECTIONS
CHARACTERISTIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

CHECK DAMS (if present)

Dam Location:
2

Mean: 2.2

OTHER HYDROPHYSICAL DATA

Stream Order
5 5 2 3 4 5 3 3

Valley Width (m)
70 70 7 4 40 50 18 12

Channel Width (m)
70 45 7 4 4 40 5 7

Depth (m):
0.8 0.5 0.3 1.5 1.0 0.8 0.3 0.5

Width/Depth Ratio
87.5 90.0 23.3 2.67 40.0 50.0 16.7 14.0

Velocity (m/sec)
1.7 2.2 3.1 3.0 2.8 2.5 3.0 2.5

Gradient (%)
2 2 30 12 2.5 2 5 4

BED MATERIAL COMPOSITION (%)

Exposed Bedrock
10 50 20 5 5 5

Boulders (>1 m)
25 20 5 20 15

Boulders (<1 m)
2 30 15 30 5 25 25
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Table G- 1. (continued)

HYDROPHYSICAL CROSS SECTIONS
CHARACTERISTIC 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

BED MATERIAL COMPOSITION (%)

Cobbles (20-40 cm)
3 7 10 7 20 20 10 10

Cobbles (10-20 cm)
5 10 10 2 5 30 10 10

Gravel (0.5-10 cm)
8 13 5 2 5 20 10 10

Gravel (1 mm-0.5 cm)
10 20 5 2 10 10 15 20

Sand
40 25 5 2 5 10 5 5

Soil
30 25

SOIL TYPES

MAP UNIT 44 44 32 20 20 21 21 21


